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ABBREVIATIONS

AMP

adenosine 5'-monophosphate

BMP

bone morphogenetic protein

CBP

CREB binding protein

CD-RAP

cartilage-derived retinoic acid-sensitive protein

CEC

chicken embryo chondrocytes

CEF

chicken embryo fibroblasts
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cysteine/histidine-rich domain 3

CIAP

calf intestine alkaline phosphatase
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cartilage matrix protein
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cartilage ologomeric matrix protein
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cyclic-AMP response element binding

CYRBP1

αA-Crystallin binding protein 1
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Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium

DMS

dimethylsulfate

Dpe1 and Dpe2

distal elements 1 and 2

DTT

dithiothreitol

ds

double stranded

ECM

extracellular matrix

E.coli

Escherichia coli

EGF

epidermal growth factor-like

EMSA

electrophoretic mobility shift assay

∆EF1

estrogen-inducible transcription factor delta

FCS

fetal calf serum

FGF

fibroblast growth factor

GST

glutathione S-transferase

HAM

nutrient mixture F-12

HDM

high-density mesenhyme

HMG

high-mobility group

HNF3

hepatocyte nuclear factor 3

Ihh

Indian hedgehog

Ine

initiator element

IPTG

isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside

LcMaf

long cell lineage-specific musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma

LM-PCR

ligation mediated-PCR

3

MATN3

matrilin-3 (human)

MED

multiple epiphyseal dysplasia

MIA

melanoma inhibitory activity

Nce

neural crest-specific element

NFI

nuclear factor-I

PAGE

polyacrylamid gel electrophoresis

Pe1

promoter element 1

Pfu

Pyrococcus furiosus DNA polymerase

PIC

preinitiation complex

PMSF

phenylmethylsulphonylfluoride

PNK

polynucleotide kinase T4

PR1 and PR2

promoter positive region 1 and 2

PTHrP

parathyroid hormone-related peptide

SF-1

steroidogenic factor-1

SI and SII

silencer element I and II

Sox

sry-type HMG box protein

Sry

sex-determining region Y

TAFs

TBP-associated factors

TBP

TATA-binding protein

t

in vitro

UV

ultraviolet

v

in vivo

vWFA

von Willebrand factor A
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

I. GENETIC AND MOLECULAR UNDERSTANDING OF SKELETON BIOLOGY AND ITS
IMPORTANCE
For a long time, the skeleton was seen as an amorphous tissue of little biological interest. But such a
view ignored the large number of genetic and degenerative diseases affecting this organ. Over the past
15 years, molecular and genetic studies have modified our understanding of skeleton biology. By so
doing this progress has affected our understanding of diseases and suggested in many instances new
therapeutic opportunities. To emphasize the current importance of the problem, the “Decade of Bone
and Joint Disease: 2000-2010” program was launched by the WHO.

Ia. Structure and importance of the cartilage
The skeleton is made of two tissues (cartilage and bone), three cell types (chondrocytes, osteoblasts
and osteoclasts) and more than 200 different skeletal elements spread out throughout the body. Beyond
development, the skeleton has to fulfil a series of functions about which we have little understanding
in molecular terms, but which are of critical importance as they are often affected in common
degenerative diseases and/or skeletal disorders.
Cartilage is a unique connective tissue that plays essential roles in vertebrate development and
adulthood. Cartilage anlagen develop in the embryo before bone, and thus provide the first skeleton of
the embryo. It acts as the main source of body longitudinal growth that provides structural templates
and induction signals for the formation of most bones through a process called endochondral
ossification [1]. Furthermore, cartilage structures that persist through life in airways, joints, and ears
are essential to our breathing, articulation, locomotion, and hearing. It is therefore not surprising that
cartilage malformation diseases, which account for a large proportion of birth defects in humans, can
in some cases have severe consequences for a person’s expectancy and quality of life, and can lead to
embryonic or perinatal lethality or life-long handicaps. To understand the genetic causes of cartilage
malformation diseases, and improve prevention and therapeutic strategies, we must reach a thorough
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understanding of this process and identify all genes involved, as well as their functions, interactions,
and modes of regulation.
Cartilage is an elaborate network of large macromolecules, synthesised and deposited by the
specialized cells, called chondrocytes. They deposit these macromolecules around themselves to form
an extracellular matrix (ECM). In return, the matrix gives the direct surrounding of the cells providing
nutrients, hormones and various signaling molecules and protects the cells from damage. In addition,
the ECM also serves as a medium to which the cells are attached and spread on to survive.
The framework of the cartilage matrix is a collagen fiber network that is comprised primarily
of collagens types II IX and XI encoded by genes Col2a1, Col9a1, Col9a2 and Col9a3, Col11a1,
Col11a2, respectively. Collagen type X is also produced in abundance but exclusively by
prehypertrophic and hypertrophic chondrocytes. This collagen composition of cartilage contrasts with
that of bone and most other connective tissues, which are built on a fibrillar network of collagen types
I, III, and V. The cartilage collagen network entraps a highly hydrated gel of proteoglycans and
glycoproteins. Aggrecan (Agc1) is a large, very abundant proteoglycan that is almost unique to
cartilage. It forms enormous aggregates by binding to linear chains of the glycosaminoglycan
hyaluronan with the help of cartilage link protein (Crtl1). Glycoproteins, such as matrilin-1 (Matn1)
and cartilage oligomeric protein, and small proteoglycans, such as fibromodulin and perlecan, vary in
abundance according to the types of cartilage. They collectively make up ~15% of the dry mass of
growth plate cartilage matrix. In addition to being responsible for the biomechanical properties of the
tissue, the cartilage matrix also significantly modulates chondrocyte differentiation and activity [2,3].
It is clear that components of the cartilage matrix itself play important roles in either modulating or
maintaining the phenotype of chondrocytes and their correct organization in the growth plate [4-6].

Ib. Chondrogenesis and growth plate, their function in the endochondral bone development
Bones form through two distinct mechanisms: intramembranous and endochondral ossification [1,7-9].
The first, in which mesenchymal cells develop directly into osteoblasts, is involved in the formation of
the flat skull bones. However, most other bones form by endochondral ossification through a process
involving a cartilage intermediate.
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Chondrogenesis is an essential process in vertebrates. It leads to the formation of cartilage
growth plates (Figure 1), which drive body growth and have primary roles in endochondral
ossification. Chondrogenesis also leads to the formation of permanent cartilaginous tissues that
provide major structural support in the articular joints and respiratory and auditory tracts throughout
life. Defects in chondrogenesis cause chondrodysostoses and chondrodysplasias.
At the onset of skeletogenesis, mesenchymal precursor cells commit to chondrogenesis and
diﬀerentiate into prechondrocytes, and then early chondroblasts that form cartilage anlagen, which
prefigure future skeletal elements. The cells alter their gene expression pattern. Instead of
mesenchymal markers (type I collagen, fibronectin, etc) the cells start to secrete cartilage markers
(type II collagen, and aggrecan). In the center of the diaphyses of future long bones, the cells rapidly
progress toward prehypertrophy, hypertrophy, terminal maturation, and ultimately undergo apoptosis.
Each of these differentiation steps is characterized by the activation of a specific set of marker genes.
Bone-forming cells then invade the lacunae and form primary ossification centers. On either side of
these centers, early chondroblasts develop cartilage growth plates (Figure 1). Growth plate’s activity
lead to the continual production of new cells and cartilage matrix, thereby it plays a pivotal role in
promoting longitudinal bone growth. In morphological appearance, the growth plate is unique and
striking owing to its highly anisotropic and distinct cellular organization [10]. The chondrocytes are
arranged into vertical columns (see Figure 1), which act as the functional units of longitudinal bone
growth [10]. Cells located in the middle of the epiphyses of future long bones undergo a similar
maturation to lead to the formation of secondary ossification centers, but do so several days or weeks
after birth in the mouse, after a long pause at the early chondroblast stage.
The layer most distal from the diaphysis is called the reserve cell zone or resting cell zone
[10,11]. It is a narrow and irregularly contoured region, consisting of single or paired chondrocytes.
This zone serves two purposes in the post-fetal growth plate: it provides a mechanical buffer so that
mechanical forces on the bone are appropriately dispersed, and it permits interstitial growth to occur in
the growth plate proper. Cells in the resting zone are not proliferative. However, in response to signals
that are only now beginning to be understood, cells at the base of the resting zone begin to proliferate
and undergo a set number of cell divisions.
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Figure 1. Structure of a growing bone and the growth plate. Expanded figure represents a cellular
organization of the growth plate where the tissue is typically organized into vertical cell columns, each of which
recapitulates the different stages: resting-, proliferating, prehypertrophic, and hypertrophic, through which a
chondrocyte passes during the course of its life cycle. During the final stages of hypertrophy, chondrocytes
initiate matrix calcification in the longitudinal septa, which is followed by blood vessel invasion, and finally
replacement of the cartilaginous matrix by trabecular bone (the primary spongiosa).

The reserve cell zone impinges on the round proliferating one, which, as the name implies,
corresponds to a phase in which chondrocytes undergo rapid division [10], thereby increasing the
columnar cell pool and thus contributing to longitudinal bone growth. They proliferate at the highest
rate at the top of the columns and progressively decrease their proliferation rate as they move down the
columns. Cells divide perpendicular to the long axis of growth [12], but, when this process is
complete, they rearrange their position to lay one above the other rather than side by side. In addition
to the other cartilage protein genes, the activation of a characteristic marker gene, the matrilin-1 gene
can be observed (Figure 2) [13]. After a finite number of cell divisions, proliferating chondrocytes lose
their capacity to divide and begin to hypertrophy.
The early stages of hypertrophy were previously referred as the phase of maturation [10,14].
Hypertrophy contributes efficiently, and economically to longitudinal bone growth [10,15]. There is a
tremendous increase in cell size (Figure 1,2) that is accompanied by rapid remodeling of the
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extracellular matrix. Hypertrophic chondrocytes express predominantly type X collagen. In the lower
hypertrophic cell zone, there is evidence of initial calcium phosphate crystal deposition that appears to
be needed for the formation of bone marrow. In addition, hypertrophic chondrocytes modulate the
formation of the bone collar. Chondrocytes undergo a last dramatic phenotypic change when they
progress from hypertrophy to the terminal stage. During this transition, they activate a new set of
genes, such as matrix metalloproteinase-13, and osteopontin. This process is followed by the death of
hypertrophic chondrocytes, blood vessel invasion, and finally replacement of the cartilaginous matrix
by trabecular bone (the primary spongiosa). The primary center splits into two opposite growth plates,
in each of which the maturation of cartilage and subsequent remodeling into bone continue, as long as
new chondrocytes are generated in the growth plates. As chondrocyte proliferation fuels longitudinal
bone growth during post-natal life, the growth plates are separated by an increasing amount of space
that becomes filled by bone marrow.

Figure 2. Schematic of the successive steps of the chondrocyte differentiation pathway as observed in
chondrogenic culture systems in vitro. Major cellular features are highlighted on the left and extracellular matrix
markers expressed at each differentiation steps are indicated on the right. Upregulated genes are represented in
red, while downregulated ones represented in purple.
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The consecutive steps of the chondrocyte differentiation pathway can be mimicked in vitro by
culturing mesenchymal cells derived from limb buds [16]. The high-density mesenchyme culture from
chicken limb buds was utilized as a model for studying the cartilage-specific ECM components at
early stage I (stage I/a) of chondrogenesis. This culture was characterized by steady state mRNA levels
for cartilage proteins including the later activation of the matrilin-1 gene (stage I/b) as compared to
collagens type II and VI, aggrecan and link protein (see Figure 2).
As described above, molecular events lead to carefully orchestrated alterations in chondrocyte
size, extracellular matrix components, secreted enzymes and growth factors, and receptor expression.
Therefore, it is not surprising that any disturbance to this carefully coordinated process would result in
malformation of the adult skeleton. In recent years, the tools provided by modern genetic both in mice
and men have been instrumental in the process of identifying and dissecting basic molecular
mechanisms of endochondral bone formation. Below, I give a brief summary of the current knowledge
about some of the crucial factors involved in endochodral bone development.

Ic. Role of Sox9 and Sox5/6 transcription factors in the chondrogenesis
Many lines of evidence have shown that Sox9, L-Sox5, and Sox6 proteins are necessary for
chondrocyte differentiation. These Sox proteins contain a SRY-related (sexdetermining region Y gene)
HMG (high-mobility-group)-box DNA-binding domain [17,18].
Sox9 is master regulator of the chondrocyte lineage [19]. It is required for the activation of cartilage
protein genes such as Col2a1, Col9a1 Col11a2, and Agc1 [20,21]. The first clue that Sox9 plays a role
in chondrogenesis came with the identification of heterozygous mutations in the SOX9 gene in human
patients with camptomelic dysplasia (CD), a severe form of chondrodysplasia that is often associated
with XY sex reversal and malformations in several internal organs [22,23]. Sox9 transcripts are
detected in all prechondrogenic mesenchymal condensations as early as 8.5 to 9.5 days of mouse
embryonic development, and the expression peaks in cartilage primordia at 11.5 to 14.5 days [24].
Like collagen type II, encoded by Col2a1, Sox9 is expressed at high levels in all prechondrocytes and
chondrocytes. In the growth plate of long bone, Sox9 and Col2a1 gene expression levels are high in
both resting and proliferating chondrocytes, while Sox9 is switched off in hypertrophic chondrocytes
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where Col2a1 transcripts are still detectable. Several genetic approaches in the mouse (gain/loss of
function) have demonstrated that Sox9 positively regulates proliferation and negatively regulates
chondrocyte hypertrophy [25-27].
Sox5 and Sox6 have essential and redundant roles in early chondroblasts [28]. L-Sox5 is a longer
product of the Sox5 gene than the Sox5 protein initially identified in adult testis, and it is highly
identical to Sox6. L-Sox5 and Sox6 share only partial identity with Sox9 in the HMG-box DNAbinding domain. They have no transactivation or transrepression domains, and may thus act mainly to
facilitate organization of transcriptional complexes. Based on their structure and roles in vivo, it is
likely that their molecular roles are virtually identical, but different from those of Sox9. The
expression of Sox5 and Sox6 requires Sox9 [25]. They are activated in prechondrocytes and highly
expressed in chondroblasts in all developing cartilage elements of the mouse embryo [29]. Although
individual Sox5 or Sox6 null mice are born with minor cartilage defects, double knockout mice
develop a severe, generalized chondrodysplasia characterized by a virtual absence of cartilage due to a
defect in cell proliferation and impairment of cartilage matrix production [28]. This severe impairment
occurred despite normal expression of Sox9, indicating that Sox9 requires Sox5 and Sox6 to drive
overt chondrogenesis. Consistent with above in vivo results, in vitro experiments have also suggested
that, besides Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 are also involved in Col2a1 expression. They appear to form a
large complex with each other and other nuclear proteins in chondrocytes. Therefore, it is believed that
the three Sox genes cooperatively activate the Col2a1 [29-31]. Moreover, the three Sox genes together
were also able to suppress expression of markers for hypertrophic chondrocytes and osteoblasts. This
experiment thus confirmed that LSox5, Sox6, and Sox9 constitute a master chondrogenic trio.

Id. Other regulatory mechanisms of endochondral bone formation
Growth plate activity is subject to regulation by a number of other factors. Many hormones and
growth factors have been shown to regulate chondrocyte differentiation [32]. These include bone
morphogenic protein, Indian hedgehog, parathyroid hormone-related peptide, fibroblast growth factor
and its ligand FGF18, and others. In the presence of a mutation in a receptor for one of the
aforementioned growth factors, chondrodysplasia occurs.
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Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) in endochondral bone formation. Early in the limb, BMP
signaling is known to play a crucial role in formation of mesenchymal condensations and the
formation of the joints. It has been shown that the BMP antagonist Noggin suppresses the formation of
mesenchymal condensations [33], whereas cartilage primordia is enlarged in Noggin knocked-out mice
[34]. BMP-2, -4, and -7 coordinately regulate the patterning of limb elements within the condensations
depending upon the temporal and spatial expression of BMP receptors and BMP antagonists, such as
noggin and chordin [33,35]. It has been shown using various overexpression systems that BMPs are
positive modulators of chondrocyte proliferation, and they negatively regulate chondrocyte terminal
diﬀerentiation [36,37].
Ihh-PTHrP signaling in endochondral bone formation. Parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHrP)
is expressed in periarticular chondrocytes and this expression is dependent on Indian hedgehog (Ihh),
whereas its receptor, the PTHrP receptor (PPR) is expressed at low levels in proliferating chondrocytes
but at much higher levels in prehypertrophic chondrocytes. PTHrRP and Ihh establish a negative
feedback loop. Ihh is expressed at the prehypertrophic–hypertrophic boundary so that cells that escape
the inhibitory action of PTHrP signaling in the growth plate express Ihh, which in turn will stimulate
PTHrP expression [38]. Ihh appears as a coordinator of endochondral ossification, regulating
chondrocyte proliferation and differentiation and osteoblast differentiation, and coupling
chondrogenesis to osteogenesis [39].
FGF signalling in endochondral bone formation. FGF signalling crucially regulates chondrocyte
proliferation and differentiation. Many of the 22 distinct FGF genes and four FGF receptor (FGFR)
genes are expressed at distant steps of endochondral bone formation [40]. In addition, FGF signaling
activates several signaling pathways, including the phosphorylation of Stat1, its translocation to the
nucleus and an increased expression of the cell cycle inhibitor p21 [41,42]. Mutations in the FGFR3
gene are the cause of achondroplasia, hypochondroplasia and thanatophoric dysplasia, that all three
cause severe dwarfism in humans [43-47]. These mice show a marked decrease in the proliferation rate
of the columnar proliferating chondrocytes and decreased size of the zone of hypertrophic
chondrocytes [48-52]. Interestingly, in these mice, expression of Ihh is decreased. Thus, a normal
function of FGF signaling in chondrocytes is to inhibit chondrocyte proliferation.
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Ie. Matrilin-1, structure, expression and role in the cartilaginous ECM
Matrilin-1/CMP (cartilage matrix protein) was the first identified member of the multidomain family
of proteins implicated in the organization of the ECM [53-56]. It was first purified from a bovine
tracheal cartilage [Paulsson and Heinegard 1981], and the molecular weight was reported that the
bovine CMP formed a disulfide-bonded trimer with a Mr of 148,000. In 1989, members of our group
isolated and characterized for the first time the entire gene for chicken martilin-1 [54]. Furthermore,
with the cloning of mouse [57] and human matrilin-2 [58], in 1997 and 2000 respectively, our group
discovered the protein family called matrilins. To date, four members of the family have been
identified that all share the structure made up of one or two von Willebrand factor A (vWFA) domains,
variable number of epidermal growth factor-like (EGF) domains and a C-terminal coiled-coil
oligomerization domain [56] (Figure 3A). Matrilin-1 and matrilin-3 are expressed mainly in hyaline
cartilage, while matrilin 2 and matrilin 4 are expressed in a wide variety of extracellular matrices
[57,59-62]. Yet, all matrilins are expressed in the skeletal elements during mouse limb development
[63] suggesting an important function in endochondral bone formation. This is supported by a recent
observation [64] showing that mutations in the exon coding for the vWFA domain of the human
matrilin-3 gene lead to multiple epiphyseal dysplasia (MED, malformation of the "growing portion" or
head of the long bones -epiphyses). The vWFA domains are thought to mediate interactions with other
proteins, and their involvement in oligomerization, filamentous network formation, and cell adhesion
and spreading has been described [65].
Previously, members of our group cloned the gene for chicken martilin-1 [54]. Based on
restriction mapping, electron microscopic experiments and nucleotide sequence analysis, the gene was
determined to be 18-kb long and consist of 8 exons and 7 introns [54]. The matrilin-1 monomer
consists of two vWFA domains, an EGF–like module and an α-helical coiled-coil domain [53,54].
Electron microscopy, together with the sequence information, showed that the encoded protein for
matrilin-1 is 54-kDa subunits assemble into compact homotrimers via their C-terminal coiled-coil αhelix [55]. However, recent studies show that matrilin-1 can also form heterooligomers with other
matrilins [66,67]. Seven novel matrilin oligomerization isoforms were observed [67], where matrilin-1
formed complexes with matrilin-2, -3, and -4. No interactions, however, were observed between
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matrilin-2 and matrilin-3 or between matrilin-3 and matrilin-4. Hence, matrilins may play a role in
stabilizing the extracellular matrix structure, since they can self-associate into supramolecular
structures, resulting in the formation of filamentous networks [68-72].
Matrilin-1 is tightly associated with aggrecan [73] and type II collagen fibrils [68], the two
major macromolecular networks of cartilage. It also forms collagen-independent pericellular filaments
via the vWFA domains [70], and interacts with α1β1 integrin [74]. Therefore, it seems to perform an
adapter function in the assembly of the cartilaginous matrix. Lining up with this hypothesis,
inactivation of the matrilin-1 gene in transgenic mice altered the collagen fibrillogenesis [75],
although, presumably due to the overlapping functions of matrilin-3 and -4 expressed at high levels in
the same tissue, it did not lead to skeletal abnormalities [75,76]. Nevertheless, autoantibodies against
matrilin-1 were detected in relapsing polychondritis patients [77] and increased matrilin-1 level was
shown in knee osteoarthritic cartilage [78] and in reumathoid arthritis [79].
Matrilin-1 has the most restricted expression pattern among the matrilins [56]. Apart from a
few non-chondrogenic tissues [63,80], matrilin-1 is secreted only in hyaline cartilage, in variable
amounts depending on the form and age of cartilage [81] and the developmental stage of chondrocytes
[69,82,83]. In the cartilage primordia of the developing skeleton, the onset of the matrilin-1 gene is
delayed as compared to the genes for well-known cartilage-specific markers (e.g. type II collagen,
aggrecan and cartilage link protein) [84-86]. In situ hybridization experiments revealed a zonal
distribution of matrilin-1 mRNA in the growth plate of long bones [87]. The highest level of gene
transcript was found in the proliferative and upper hypertrophic zones, whereas the lower
hypertrophic, calcified regions were negative [88]. It has been confirmed during in vitro
chondrogenesis that the matrilin-1 gene is activated only in late proliferative (stage Ib) chondrocytes
[82,83], as opposed to other cartilage protein genes (e.g. for collagen types II and IX, and cartilage link
protein), which are turned on in early proliferative (stage Ia) chondrocytes [88]. Due to this property,
the matrilin-1 gene can serve as an important developmental stage-specific marker gene for studies on
endochondral bone formation and regulation of cartilage-specific gene expression [69,83].
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II. TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF EUKARYOTIC GENES
The first, very important level of regulation of gene expression is transcriptional control.
Transcriptional regulation is vastly more complex in animals than it is in microbes. In microbes with
800–6,000 genes to be regulated, their promoters are generally limited to 100-200 bp regions around
the transcription start site with each promoter typically controlled by only 1–4 sequence-specific DNA
binding proteins, and a given microbial species exist in only 1–3 cell or spore types. By contrast, in
animals with 14,000–80,000 genes, many promoters are spread over tens of kilobases. Forty or more
sequence-specific DNA binding proteins may regulate promoters in an animal, which generally has
80–250 distinct cell types. Thus, virtually every cell in an animal may have a unique combination of
gene transcription pattern that is tightly regulated. The most characteristic requirement of gene control
in eukaryotes is the execution of precise developmental decisions so that the right gene is activated in
the right cell at the right time during development of the many different cell types that collectively
form a multicellular organism.

IIa. Core promoters and the general transcription machinery
The eukaryotic transcription takes place via an interplay of cis-acting DNA elements and
trans-acting fators. The cis control elements include the core promoter, the promoter-proximal and the
distant regulatory elements. A typical core promoter encompasses DNA sequences between
approximately -40 and +50 relative to a transcription start site [89]. Core promoter DNA elements
(TATA motif and initiator element) 1) bind to and control assembly of the preinitiation complex (PIC)
containing RNA polymerase II (Pol II), and the general transcription factors; 2) position the
transcription start site and control its directionality; and 3) via coactivators interacting with general
transcription factors (GTFs), it can respond to nearby or distal activators and repressors in a cell. The
core promoter alone is generally inactive in vivo, but in vitro it can bind to the general machinery and
support low or “basal” levels of transcription. The TATA motif, TATAAA, is located 25-30 bp
upstream of the transcription start site. The initiator element [90] directly overlaps the transcription
start site.
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The so-called “general transcription machinery” play a pivotal role in directing a gene
transcription. Mammalian gene transcription involves a complicated interplay between activators,
repressors, the general transcription machinery, and chromatin. The general transcription machinery
consists of Pol II, the GTFs that include TFIIA, TFIIB, TFIID, TFIIE, TFIIF, and TFIIH [91], and
complex coactivators called mediator. Pol II is a large multisubunit enzyme. One important feature of
Pol II is the heptapeptide repeat constituting carboxyl terminus of the largest subunit. This domain is
phosphorylated extensively by different kinases involved in transcription regulation. The GTFs are
highly conserved throughout the eukaryotes. Biochemical studies show that the GTFs support basal
transcription and carry out many of the catalytic functions required for initiation.
TFIID is the only GTF capable of binding core promoter DNA both independently and
specifically. It is a multisubunit protein containing TATA-binding protein (TBP) and 10 or more TBPassociated factors (TAFs). While TBP [92,93] makes direct contact with the TATA motif, the two
independent proteins, TAFs and Pol II, interact with the initiator element [94].

IIb. Activated transcription
The regulatory promoter is defined as the region surrounding the core promoter and within a
few hundred base pairs of the transcription start site. Regulatory promoters have been defined as
modulatory DNA structures, which contain a complex array of cis-acting regulatory elements required
for accurate and efficient initiation of transcription of a given gene. These promoter-proximal elements
can interact with ubiquitous and tissue-specific factors (activators and repressors). Lately, it is more
evident that they are also prime target elements through which diversity and flexibility in the complex
patterns of gene expression in multicellular organisms is created. The distant regulatory elements
(enhancers and silencers) can modulate the promoter activity by interacting with activators and
repressors. An enhancer is defined as a control region found at greater distance from the transcription
start site, either upstream or downstream of the gene or within an intron. Recent studies demonstrated
that enhancers could be linked via a protein bridge to a core promoter and still retain functionality
[95]. The view is that enhancers bind activators and other sequence-specific proteins that are involved
in chromatin remodelling. Once bound, these activators loop out the intervening DNA to interact with
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proteins bound to the regulatory and core promoters (i.e., other activators and the general transcription
machinery). These interactions believed to stabilize transcription complex assembly and facilitate
long-range protein-protein interactions.
The development of multicellular organisms occurs as embryonic cells commit to specific cell
lineages and take on differentiation functions. By allowing cells to modify their gene expression panel,
transcription factors play key roles in both determining and effecting cell decisions. In addition, it has
become clear that transcriptional activation of a given gene is defined not only by the activity of an
individual factor or a single DNA-binding site, but it also depends on combinatorial interactions
between multiple proteins [96]. However, how the different combinations of activators, some cell
type-specific and some ubiquitous, result in cell type-specific transcription is currently not understood.
Activators are modular proteins with distinct domains for DNA binding and transcriptional
activation [97,98]. The DNA-binding domain targets the activator to the major groove of the DNA at a
specific sequence motif, perhaps in conjuction with cooperativity domains that allow combinatorial
interactions with other activators. Regulatory proteins are often grouped into families according to the
sequence and structure of their DNA-binding domains [99]. Some common motifs whose structures
have been solved include the homeodomain, a variety of zinc-nucleated DNA-binding domains, the
basic leucine zipper (bZIP), basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH), high-mobility-group (HMG) domain, Rel
homology, Ets homology, Myb homology, and others [99]. The activation domain, on the other hand,
interacts with the general machinery. The popular definition of activation domain is a region of protein
that stimulates transcription when attached to a heterologous DNA-binding domain in a so-called
domain swap experiment. Many activation domains have an unusually high percentage of particular
amino acids. For example, Gal4, Gcn4, and most other yeast transcription factors have activation
domains that are rich in aspartic and glutamic acids.
Gene expression is often regulated by repressors and corepressors. Repression mechanisms
are, however, less well understood than activation mechanisms. In general, transcriptional repression
can be divided into three broad categories. First, repression can occur by inactivation of an activator,
which can be accomplished by several distinct mechanisms: 1) posttranslational modification of the
activator [100]; 2) dimerization of the activator with non-functional partner [101]; 3) competition for
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the activator’s binding site or a direct repressor-activator interaction that results in masking of the
activator’s function [102]. Second, repression can be mediated by proteins that associate tightly with
GTFs and thereby inhibit the formation of a PIC. The third category of repression is mediated by a
specific DNA element and DNA-binding protein, which act dominantly to repress both activated and
basal transcription of a given gene.

IIc. A general model for regulation of a gene
During the process of development, genes are turned on and off in a pre-programmed fasion, a process
that eventually generates cell specificity. This developmental program is orchestrated by transcription
factors, which bind to specific DNA sites near genes they control. A single transcription factor is not
dedicated to each regulatory event. Instead, different combinations of ubiquitous and cell-type-specific
proteins are used to turn genes on and off in different regulatory context [96].
The template for transcription in eukaryotes is not free DNA, but chromatin. Chromatin
maintains genes in an inactive state by restricting access to RNA polymerase and its accessory factors.
The core histones, linker histones, and HMG proteins package the entire DNA in the nucleus within
nucleosomal arrays [103]. Nucleosomes themselves are assembled into higher-order structures. By
condensation, 2 m of DNA are compacted into about 5 µm eukaryotic nuclei. Thus, it is necessary to
open the compacted chromatin into a relative extended state to activate a gene. To overcome the
nucleosome obstacle, eukaryotic cells have developed a series of enzymes (like ATP-dependent
remodelling enzymes and histone acetyltransferases) to remodel the chromatin and regulate
transcription. Once they bind near a gene, these enzymes remodel the chromatin so that other
activators and the general machinery can bind. Binding of transcription factors is cooperative, where
one protein binds weakly, but multiple factors engage in protein-protein interactions that increase each
of their affinities for the regulatory region. The nucleoprotein structures comprising these
combinatorial arrays of activator proteins are called enhanceosomes. The enhanceosome interacts with
the general transcription machinery and recruits it to a core promoter to form the PIC. The
enhaceosome, the general machinery, and the core promoter form a complicated network of proteinprotein and protein-DNA interactions that dictate the frequency of transcription initiation.
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In many instances genes are activated transiently and then later turned off. The mechanisms
for inactivating a gene vary, but generally they involve the binding of sequence-specific repressors to
silencer elements.

IId. HMGB proteins: dynamic players in gene regulation
Core histones package the genome into nucleosomes and control its accessibility to transcription
factors. High mobility group proteins (HMGs) are, after histones, the second most abundant chromatin
proteins and exert global genomic functions in establishing active or inactive chromatin domains.
There are three families of HMG proteins (HMGA, HMGB and HMGN) with systematic reference to
their structural domains [104]. HMGA proteins contain AT-hooks, exemplified by HMGI(Y) that bind
AT-rich DNA stretches in the minor groove; HMGB proteins contain HMG-boxes, exemplified by
HMG1 and 2 that bind into the minor groove of DNA with no sequence specificity; HMGN proteins,
represented by HMG14 and 17, bind directly to nucleosomes, between the DNA spires and the histone
octamer. By orchestrating multiple protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions, HMGs assist the
formation of higher-order transcription factor complexes that regulate gene expression.
Mammalian HMGBs are characterized by two tandem HMG-box domains followed by a long
acidic tail. HMG-box domains consist of 80-amino-acid residues that form three α-helices in a twisted
L-shape structure [105]. The concave surface of the L-shape binds to the minor groove of the DNA
[106]. All HMG-boxes whether present alone or in tandem, are capable of bending DNA, and this
might be their main function. HMGBs can promote the transcription of several genes, through several
mechanisms (Figure 3). The first mechanism is the ability of HMGBs to interact directly with
nucleosomes [107-110]. HMGBs can loosen the wrapped DNA and so enhance accessibility to
chromatin-remodelling complexes and transcription factors. The second mechanism is the interaction
of HMGBs with TBP and other GTFs [111,112]. Much better characterized is the third mode, where
HMGBs establish protein–protein interaction with specific transcription factors, including all steroid
receptors, HOX and POU proteins, p53 and p73, several NF-kB subunits [107], and SREBPs [112].
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Figure 3. Mechanisms of gene expression controlled by HMGB proteins a) HMGBs interact with
nucleosomes. HMGB1 facilitates nucleosome-remodelling. b) HMGB1 bends promoter DNA, thus increasing
TBP affinity for the TATA box. The recruitment of TFIIB, TFIIA and RNA pol II follows with increased
efficiency. c) HMGB1 can bend the DNA and can make the DNA sequence accessible to transcription factors,
promote the recruitment of further interacting proteins. As an example, GR-binding to chromatin is stabilized by
HMGB1 [107].

SOX HMG-boxes. SOX factors belong to the HMG-box family proteins. They contain a 79-aminoacid DNA-binding HMG-box domains that recognize 5’-(A/T)(A/T)CAA(A/T)G-3’ motifs with loose
sequence specificity [113-115] and regulate gene transcription. SOX factors bind to the minor groove
of the DNA with lower affinity than the classical transcription factors [116]. When bound to DNA, the
DNA strand exhibits 70–85° bends [117]. Why bend DNA? By altering local chromatin structure at
specific binding sites, SOX proteins may act to facilitate the interaction between other factors bound at
adjacent sites or allow the interaction between GTFs and nucleoprotein complexes organized on
distant enhancers [118,119]. Alternatively, binding of SOX proteins and the local changes in
chromatin structure may lead to the recruitment of higher-order architectural factors. Conversely, the
severe distortion brought about by bending the DNA helix could act in a negative fashion by simply
preventing the binding of factors to adjacent sites in the major groove.
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At present, the SOX group includes at least 20 members that all display classical transcription
factors and/or architectural components of chromatin. Three important features have been revealed that
might be applicable to SOX HMG-box domains. First, SOX HMG-boxes share highly similar DNAbinding properties, recognizing only 6-7 bp short sequences in the minor groove, thereby loosening the
hydrogen-bonds and bending the DNA strands [120,121]. Second, although a target site of a SOXregulated gene is bound similarly by the authentic SOX and by other SOX proteins in vitro, only the
authentic SOX protein can regulate that gene in vivo. Third, the same SOX protein appears to regulate
different sets of target genes depending on the cell type in which the protein is expressed.
In the case of certain SOX proteins, they regulate the target genes by pairing with specific
partner factors [122,123]. For example, Sox9 is known to interact with a number of partner factors,
including Lc-Maf, SF-1, and HSP70 [124-126]. SOX2 is also likely to participate, along with the POU
domain transcription factor OCT3/4, in the transactivation of Fgf4 in teratocarcinoma cells [127].
The dynamic and diverse patterns of expression of SOX genes and analysis of mutations in
humans, mice and Drosophila suggest that SOX factors play key roles in decisions of cell fate during
diverse developmental processes. For example, SOX9 is implicated in chondrocyte differentiation
[21], SOX10 in neural crest specification [128], SOX17 in endoderm specification [129], and SOX18
in endothelial cell differentiation [130].

IIe. Transcriptional regulation of cartilage protein genes
Sox9 has been shown to be an activating transcription factor, indispensable for chondrogenesis
[21]. The study of chimeric mice that harbor Sox9-/- cells revealed that cells without Sox9 do not
express chondrocyte marker genes such as Col2a1, Col9a2, Col11a2, and Agc1 [21]. During
chondrogenesis, Sox9 is expressed in chondroblasts, and subsequently, coexpressed with cartilagespecific genes, such as Col2a1, Col11a2, Agc1, and CD-RAP.
Among the cartilage-matrix genes, transcriptional regulation of Col2a1 is the best
characterized. Role of the intronic enhancer in the cartilage-specific regulation of the gene was
demonstrated [123]. Within the enhancer a 48 bp DNA element was identified, which enhanced the
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promoter activity in multiple copies in cartilage in transgenic mouse embryos [123]. The transcription
factors L-Sox5, Sox6, and Sox9 bound and cooperatively activated this enhancer in vitro [131]. Sox9
binds to and directly activates the cartilage-specific regulatory elements of Col11a2 as well, which can
direct cartilage-specific expression of the reporter gene in transgenic mice [31,132-134]. The similar
expression pattern of these genes (Col2a1 and Col11a2), suggested that the two genes regulated in a
similar manner. Sox9 also transactivates the promoter activities of Col9a1, Agc1, and CD-RAP/MIA
[135-137]. It is not clear, however, whether the same or parallel regulatory pathways direct the
cartilage-specific expression of all cartilage protein genes, and what is the molecular basis for the
sequential activation and the different extraskeletal expression of these genes.
Additional Sry-related transcriptional factors, such as L-Sox5 and Sox6, are also involved in
chondrogenesis. They form homo-dimers or hetero-dimers with each other and bind to the tandem
repeat of HMG like sites of the tissue-specific element of Col2a1 [29]. Sox5 and Sox6 is likely to
contribute to the transcriptional activation of other cartilage protein genes, because in mice double null
for Sox5 and Sox6, prechondrocytes are unable to progress along the differentiation pathway,
expressing a very low level of early cartilage genes, such as Col2a1 and Agc1, but they fail to turn on
stage-specific matrix genes such as COMP and Matn-1.

IIf. Transcriptional regulation of matrilin-1 gene: what is known?
Previously, our group cloned the gene for chicken matrilin-1 [54], the first member of the
matrilin family of multiadhesion proteins. The promoter of chicken matrilin-1 contains a TATA motif,
TTAATA, which can function as a minimal promoter in transient expression assay [54]. The major
control regions of the chicken matrilin-1 were mapped (Figure 4B) [138-140], including TATA
proximal silencer elements, SI and SII, functioned by binding of NFI-family proteins. In addition,
chondrocyte-specific positive control region in the first intron was found using transient expression
studies [138]. Furthermore, the promoter fragment between -1137 and +64 conferred tissue- and
developmental stage-specific regulation to the reporter gene as well due to an interplay between two
positive (PRI and PRII) and two negative regions (SI and SII) [139].
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Figure 4. Chicken matrilin-1 gene structure A) Physical map of the chicken matrilin-1 gene. Exons are
numbered from 1 to 8, while introns are labeled from A to G sequentially. B) Known regulatory elements of
the chicken matrilin-1 gene. All positions are given in bp from the first T in the TATA motif of the gene [139].
Closed, open and dotted circles represent the known regulatory elements characterized previously. Starting from
the 5’ end, PR2 (from –1136 to –942) and PR1 (–799 to –669) are both positive regulatory regions; SII (–145 to
–120) and SI (–37 to –12) are both silencer elements function via binding of NFI nuclear proteins; an enhancer
was found in the intron A, between nt +578 and +966. Well mapped restriction sites and positions are shown.

Recently, we have provided evidence in transgenic mice that the chicken long promoter (from
–2011 to +67) alone in TR70 or with the intronic fragment (from –2011 to +1819) in VAM1 and the
short promoter with the intronic fragment (from –338 to +1819) in VAM2 are equally able to direct
the differentiation stage-specific expression of the reporter gene in chondrocytes (Figure 5) [140].

A

B

Figure 5. Histological analysis/X-Gal staining of transgene expression in lines TR70, VAM1, and VAM2
A) Differences in the transgene expression patterns in the forelimbs (upper panels) and hindlimbs (lower panels)
of transgenic embryos from lines TR70, VAM1 and VAM2. Efficient X-gal staining is visible in most of the
primordial carpal and tarsal bones in line VAM1. The transgene is also stained in the developing tarsals, but only
very faintly in the carpals in line TR70. Neither of these elements is stained in line VAM2. Scale bar, 2 mm.
B) Transgene expression is visible in the zone of proliferative (pro) chondrocytes in the developing tibia in line
VAM2, and in the proliferative, but hardly in the resting (res) and hypertrophic (hyp) chondrocytes of the
developing coccygeal bones in line TR70 and VAM1. Scale bar, 200 mm.
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In congruence with the expression pattern of the endogenous matrilin-1 gene, activity of the
transgenes was restricted to the columnar proliferating and prehypertrophic zones of the growth plate.
However, the presence of both promoter upstream and intronic elements was necessary for the highlevel transgene activity in all chondrogenic tissues most resembling to that of the endogenous gene
[140].
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AIMS OF THE STUDY

As described in the introduction, the matrilin-1 gene serves as a marker gene during
endochondral ossification. Among the cartilage protein genes, it has a unique expression pattern,
restricted to certain chondrocyte developmental stages and distinct zones of the growth plate. This
suggests that the regulation of the gene may involve similar as well as different molecular mechanisms
as compared to other cartilage protein genes, such as the well-characterized Col2a1 gene. To get
insight into the common and distinct molecular mechanisms controlling cartilage-specific gene
expression, we aimed to study DNA elements and transcritption factors, involved in the transcriptional
regulation of the matrilin-1 gene.
Functional analysis of the main regulatory regions of the gene revealed that the long promoter
with and without the intronic enhancer region, as well as the short promoter with the intronic enhancer
region equally directed the transgene expression to distinct zones of the growth plate in transgenic
mice. Based on this observation, we raised the question, whether the short promoter may have a role in
the tissue-specific regulation and whether it involves cartilage-specific and/or developmental stagespecific control elements. To answer this question we aimed to focus on the characterization of the
short promoter.

The following specific goals were set out:
1. to delineate cis-regulatory elements that are important for the transcriptional regulation of the
matrilin-1 gene and to identify proteins binding to these sites, especially focusing on those sites, which
possibly function via interacting with Sox-family proteins in the short promoter region.
2. to verify Sox protein-binding sites in the short promoter using in vitro gelshift and supershift assays.
3. to reveal tissue-specific binding of transcription factors to the short promoter region of the chicken
matrilin-1 gene using in vivo footprinting.
4. to study the role of these putative elements in the transcriptional regulation of the matrilin-1 gene.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide primers
Primer sequences used for in vivo footprinting
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

PU1
PU2
PU3
PL1
PL2
PL3
LinkerPeptide11
LinkerPeptide25

5’-TGTTCCCATCCCAGATTCC-3’
5’-TCCCAGATTCCCCACATACCGC-3’
5’-GCGTGGCTGCGGGTCCCT-3’
5’-GGAGGTGCCCCCCAGA-3’
5’-TGCCCCCCAGACTCCACAGCT-3’
5’-CCACAGCTCTGGAGGAGAAGCAG-3’
5’-GAATTCAGATC-3’
5’-GCGGTGACCCGGGAGATCTGAATTC-3’

Double stranded (ds) oligonucleotides used for EMSA
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Ine
IneM1*
IneM2*
IneM3*
Pe1
Pe1M1*
Pe1M2
Pe1M3
Pe1M4*
HMG-cons
Sox9-cons
Col48

5’-ACCTCAGGGCCAAGGCTCCCGTGTGCCATTCTGCATCCAACCTCC-3’
3’-TGGAGTCCCGGTTCCGAGGGCACACGGTAAGACGTAGGTTGGAGG-5’
5’-ACCTCAGGGCgtAGtCTCCCGTGTGCCATTCTGCATCCAACCTCC-3’
3’-TGGAGTCCCGcaTCaGAGGGCACACGGTAAGACGTAGGTTGGAGG-5’
5’-ACCTCAGGGCCAAGGCTCCCGcGcGCtAggCaGCATCCAACCTCC-3’
3’-TGGAGTCCCGGTTCCGAGGGCgCgCGaTccGtCGTAGGTTGGAGG-5’
5’-ACCTCAGGGCCAAGGCTCCCGTGTGCCATTCTGCgTCgtACCTCC-3’
3’-TGGAGTCCCGGTTCCGAGGGCACACGGTAAGACGcAGcaTGGAGG-5’
5’-TCTCCGAGCAATGGAGCCATTGTGGAGGGG-3’
3’-TCTGGCTCGTTACCTCGGTAACACCTCCCC-5’
5’-TCTCCGAGggATcGAGCCATTGTGGAGGGG-3’
3’-TCTGGCTCccTAgCTCGGTAACACCTCCCC-5’
5’-TCTCCGAGCAATGGAGCggTTtcGGAGGGG-3’
3’-TCTGGCTCGTTACCTCGccAAagCCTCCCC-5’
5’-TCTCCGAGggATcGAGCggTTtcGGAGGGG-3’
3’-TCTGGCTCccTAgCTCGccAAagCCTCCCC-5’
5’-TCTCCGAGCAATGGtaCCATTGTGGAGGGG-3’
3’-TCTGGCTCGTTACCatGGTAACACCTCCCC-5’
5’-ACACTGAGAACAAAGCGCTCTCACAC-3’
3’-TGTGACTCTTGTTTCGCGAGAGTGTG-5’
5’-GATCCGGACTAATAAACAATAAAGTCGACG-3’
3’-CTAGGCCTGATTATTTGTTATTTCAGCTGC-5’
5’-CTGTGAATCGGGCTCTGTATGCGCTTGAGAAAAGCCCCATTCATGAGA-3’
3’-GACACTGATCCCGAGACATACGCGAACTCTTTTCGGGGTAAGTACTCT-5’

Table 1. List of oligonucleotide primers. *-Symbolizes primers that were also used for site
directed mutagenesis of luciferase constructs. a, c, g, t-small bold letters depict mutagenized
nucleotides.

Chemicals and enzymes
Commonly used chemicals were purchased from SIGMA, FLUKA, MERCK and SERVA companies.
Restriction enzymes used for subcloning and mapping were purchased from Fermentas and New
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England Biolabs. T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK), Calf Intestine Alkaline Phosphatase (CIAP),
Klenow fragment, S1 nuclease, T4 polymerase, Tag polymerase, Pfu polymerase, and T7 Sequenase
were purchased from Fermentas, Amersham and Promega.

Bacterial strains used for clonings or protein expression
-DH5αF- recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac [F¢proAB lacIqZDM15]
-Sure-e14-(McrA-) ∆(mcrCB-hsdSMR-mrr)171end A1sup E44thi-1gyr A96rel A1lacrec Brec Jsbc
Cumu CTn5(Kanr) uvrC [F’ proAB lacIqZ∆(M15 Tn10 (Tetr)]
-BL21-CodonPlus (DE3)-RIL:E.coliBF– ompT hsdS(rB– mB–) dcm+ Tetr gal λ(DE3) endA Hte [argU
ileY leuW Camr]

Plasmid vectors
- pBluescript II SK(+) or pBluescript II KS (+): (Stratagene), cloning vector.
- pCAT3®Control Vector: (Promega) used for transient cotransfection experiments.
- pTKCAT: (Promega) used for transient transfection experiments.
- pGL3-Basic: (Promega) used for cloning of regulatory regions and transient expression assays.
- pGL3-Control Vector: (Promega) used as well for transient expression assay.

Culture media for eukaryotic cells
Culture media including DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium), Nutrient Mixture F-12
HAM, Fetal Calf Serum (FCS) and other reagents used for cell culture experiments were purchased
from SIGMA-Aldrich Co and GIBCO BRL Life Technology.

Cell culture preparations
Preparation of primary cultures of chicken embryo chondrocytes (CEC) and chicken embryo
fibroblasts (CEF) from day 14 and day 8-10 embryos, respectively, has been described [138]. Briefly:
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-Primary chicken embryo chondrocyte (CEC) cultures were obtained from sterna of day 14,5 embryos
using 0.1% collagenase treatment, followed by plating the cell suspension at a density of 7.5x106 –
1x107 cells/60 mm plastic plates in DMEM supplemented with 5% FCS on the next day.
-Primary chicken embryo fibroblast (CEF) cultures were prepared from 8-10 days embryos. Following
trypsin treatment fibroblasts were collected and on the next day, they were cultured in a suspension at
a density of 5x106 cells/60 mm plastic plates in DMEM containing 5% FCS.
-The mouse fibroblast cell line NIH3T3 was obtained from American Type Culture Collection and
maintained in DMEM containing 10% FCS. At confluency of 5x105, the cells were trypsinized and the
proteins were extracted for the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) experiment.

Sequence analysis
Sequence analysis was made by E. Barta. All sequences were obtained either from the ENSEMBL
genome browser [141], or from the EMBL databank [142]. Sequence manipulations were performed
using the programs of the EMBOSS package [143]. Multiple alignments were made by the DIALIGN2
program [144] and were further improved by hand. Conserved motifs were searched with the MEME
motif discovery program [145].

Isolation of genomic DNA from tissue cultures
CEC and CEF cultures were subjected to the following procedure. The cells growing in monolayers
were washed twice with ice-cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS: 10mM Na-phosphate and 0.15M
NaCl, pH7.5). Then 2.5 ml buffer B (150mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, pH7.8) and 2.5 ml buffer C (20mM
Tris-Cl pH8, 20mM NaCl, 20mM EDTA, 1% SDS) containing 600 µg/ml proteinase K was added,
followed by an incubation at 37°C for 1-2 hour. The viscous suspension was harvested, and twice
phenol-chloroform extracted. Fifty µl of 10 mg/ml RNaseI (Sigma) was added to the sample,
incubated at 37°C for 60 min, then extracted twice with phenol-chloroform, twice with chloroform and
finally precipitated by ethanol.

In vivo footprinting with dimethyl sulfate and UV light
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DMS, UV and Piperidine treatments: 7.5x106 - 1x107 CEC and 5x106 CEF cells were treated with a
medium containing 0.2% dimethylsulfate (DMS) for 5 min at 22°C, or irradiated with 2400 J/m2 UV
light in vivo. The treatments were stopped by washing 2 times with 10 ml ice-cold PBS, and genomic
DNA was isolated from the cultures treated in vivo as described earlier. As an in vitro control,
genomic DNA was first isolated from untreated CEC and CEF. Fifty µg naked DNA was treated with
0.2% DMS in 200 µl of 50mM Na-cacodylate, 1mM EDTA, pH8 buffer for 5 min at 22°C. The
reaction was stopped with 50 µl of 1.5M Na-acetate, pH7, 1M β-mercaptoethanol. As an in vitro
control for UV treatment, genomic DNA was first extracted from untreated CEC or CEF cultures,
dissolved at 0.5 µg/µl concentrations in TE. Ten µl drops on parafilm was irradiated with 4800 J/m2
UV light. Thirty µg of DMS- and UV-modified in vivo and in vitro DNA samples were cleaved with
100 µl 1M piperidine for 30 min at 88°C, precipitated, washed twice with 80% cold ethanol,
resuspended in 100 µl water and vacuum-dried in a Speed-vac concentrator (SVC-100H). The pellet
was resuspended in 30 µl TE.
Alkaline gel electrophoresis: The size of DNA fragments generated by cleavage reactions was checked
on 2% agarose gel made of 50mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, and 2% agarose. Gel was presoaked overnight
in the alkaline running buffer (50mM NaOH, 1mM EDTA). Two µl of each piperidine treated DNA
was loaded on the gel and run with 50V. The gel was neutralized for 30 min in 1M Tris-HCl, pH7.6,
1.5M NaCl, stained for 30 min with 5 µg/ml ethidium bromide, destained with water, and
photographed. The optimal size of the chemically cleaved DNA ranges between 200 bp to 1500 bp.
Ligation mediated-PCR (LM-PCR): The chemically cleaved DNA of proper size was amplified by
LM-PCR [146] between positions –227 and +140 using gene-specific nested primers PU1 and PU2 for
the upper strand; PL1 and PL2 for the lower strand; and linker primers LP11 and LP25 (Table 1). First
a gene-specific primer (PU1 or PL1) annealed to the cleaved and denatured genomic DNA was
extended with SequenaseTM and the ds linker was blunt end ligated. Then the fragments were PCR
amplified using LP25 and PU2 or PL2. Then the PCR ladders were separated on sequencing gels with
G+A, C+T sequence ladders, transferred to nylon membranes and hybridized with [32P]-labeled single-
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stranded PCR probes made with gene-specific primers PU3 or PL3 (Table 1). G+A, C+T ladders were
obtained by chemical cleavage according to the Maxam Gilbert procedure [147].
Linker preparation: 100 µls of 100 µM linker primers, LP11 and LP25 (Table 1), were annealed in 0.5
ml buffer containing 2M Tris-Cl (pH7.7) by incubating 3 min at 95°C, 1 min at 70°C and gradually
cooling to room temperature, followed by over night incubation at 4°C. Annealed linkers were
aliquoted and stored at -20°C until usage.

Preparation of cell extracts
Crude cell extracts were prepared from CEC, CEF, and NIH3T3 cultures for electromobility shift
assay (EMSA). Cells collected and washed twice in ice-cold PBS, were lysed in 20mM Hepes, pH7.9,
350mM

NaCl,

0.5mM

EDTA,

0.5mM

EGTA,

2mM

dithiothreitol

(DTT),

0.2mM

Phenylmethylsulphonylfluoride (PMSF) and 1% Nonidet P-40 on ice for 30 min. The chromatin was
centrifuged for 5 min at 20,800xg at 4°C. The supernatants were supplemented with 10% glycerol,
aliquoted and stored at -80°C.

Synthesis and purification of bacterially expressed GST-SOX9
The GST-SOX9 vector for bacterial expression of the fusion of glutathione S-transferase (GST) with
full length SOX9 and the empty control vector were kindly provided by P. Berta [124]. The
recombinant protein was produced in bacterial strain BL21-CodonPlus (DE3)-RIL after induction with
0.1mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 2 h at 37°C. The cells were harvested,
resuspended in 150mM NaCl, 1mM DTT, 5mM EDTA, 25% sucrose, and 50mM Tris, pH7.5 and
sonicated for 2 min at 4°C. After centrifugation, the cleared lysate was applied onto glutathioneSepharoseTM 4B (Amersham Biosciences, Upsala, Sweden) beads and washed three times in 250mM
NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 50mM Tris, pH7.6 and three times in 120mM NaCl, 5mM EDTA, 50mM Tris,
pH7.6. Purified proteins were eluted from the matrix with the latter buffer supplemented with 10mM
reduced glutathione by incubating for 30 min at 4°C. Yields were tested by SDS-PAGE.

EMSA and supershift experiments
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Crude cell extracts of CEC, CEF and NIH3T3 or bacterially synthesized SOX9 were incubated in the
resence of 100 ng of poly(dG-dC)poly(dG-dC) and various cold competitors with 10-20 fmol of [γ32

P] ATP end-labeled DNA probe, and loaded on prerun 5-6.6% SDS-polyacrylamid gel (SDS-PAGE)

in 0.25xTBE buffer as described [139]. Supershift experiments were performed as described [139]
with antisera raised against SOX9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 [29] kindly provided by B. de Crombrugghe and
V. Lefebvre.

Luciferase reporter gene constructs for transient expression assay
The AvaI (blunted)-NcoI fragment harboring the matrilin-1 minimal promoter between positions –15
to +67 was inserted into the SmaI and NcoI site of the pGL3-Basic vector (Promega) to produce
MpLuc. In construct 4xPe1-MpLuc, four copies of the Pe1 element (Table 1) subcloned in the EcoRV
site of pBluescript II SK(+) (Stratagene) was excised with SacI-HindIII (blunted) and ligated to the
SacI-NheI (blunted) site of MpLuc. The SacI-NcoI fragment including the proximal promoter region of
chicken matrilin-1 gene between –334 to +67 was ligated to the SacI and NcoI site of the pGL3-Basic
vector to produce the FO15Luc construct. FO15Luc derivatives ∆Pe1M1, ∆Pe1M4, ∆Ine1M1,
∆Ine1M2, and ∆Ine1M3 were made by the PCR based QuickChangeTM Site-Directed Mutagenesis
(Stratagene) according to the manufacturer’s instructions using FO15Luc as a template and
oligonucleotides Pe1M1, Pe1M4, Ine1M1, Ine1M2 and Ine1M3 (Table 1) carrying point mutations in
the Sox recognition sites and in the spacer region of Pe1, respectively. The BglII-NcoI matrilin-1
promoter fragment between -1137 and +67 was inserted into the BglII and NcoI sites of pGL3-Basic to
obtain pCMPLuc. The structure of all the constructs and the accuracy of the mutagenesis were verified
by restriction mapping and nucleotide sequencing.

Site-directed mutagenesis
Two synthetic oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation, each complementary to
opposite strands of the vector, were extended during temperature cycling by Pyrococcus furiosus (Pfu)
DNA polymerase (Fermentas). After the cycling, the products were treated with DpnI restriction
digestion to eliminate the methylated parental template. The nicked DNAs were then transformed into
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DH5αF Escherichia coli (E. coli) and repaired. Accuracy of the mutagenesis was checked by

sequencing.

Transient expression assay
CEC, CEF and HDM cultures were released by enzymatic digestion, seeded at a density of 7.5x106 –
1x107 cells/60 mm dishes 24 h prior to transfection. Cells were transfected with the calcium phosphate
coprecipitation method as described [139] with 5 µg of each luciferase reporter gene constructs. To
test for transfection efficiency, 0.5 µg of pCATR3 Control Vector (Promega) was included as an
internal control, and an empty vector was added to have a total DNA amount of 10 µg. Parallel plates
were also transfected with pGL3-Control Vector (Promega). The transfected cells were harvested 48 h
later by centrifugation and the cell pellet was lysed by two cycles of freezing and thawing in 200 µl
50mM Tris-HCl, 2mM DTT, 0.5mM EDTA, 0.5mM EGTA, 1% NP-40. Luciferase activity was
measured from the supernatant in a Luminoscan Ascent (ThermoLabsystem 2.6) using luciferin
substrate (Promega) [148]. Relative luciferase activities were expressed in percent of that of FO15Luc
taken as 100%. All transfections were performed in duplicates with at least two different DNA
preparations. Data are presented as means ± S.E.M
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RESULTS

Sequence analysis reveals several Sox-binding sites within the short promoter of the chicken
matrilin-1 gene
As the important role of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 has been demonstrated in the control of
chondrogenic differentiation and the activation of cartilage-specific genes, we aimed to identify
potential Sox-binding sites in the promoter control region of the chicken matrilin-1 gene. The location
and the sequence analysis of the putative Sox motifs are shown in Figure 6 and 7. Throughout 1.2 kb
promoter region tested between positions -1137 and +64, we identified two potential areas, herein
referred to a promoter element 1 (Pe1) and initiator element (Ine), that seem to contain several Soxbinding sites. The Pe1 element is located ~140 bp upstream of TATA and it includes a pair of inverted
motifs highly similar to the AGAACAATGG motif, which was shown to be the preferred binding site
of Sox9 in vitro [149] (Figure 7). The inverted Sox motifs are separated by 2 nucleotides within Pe1.

Figure 6. Diagram of the promoter region of the chicken matrilin-1 gene analyzed using in vivo and in vitro
techniques. The schematic figure of the 5’ end of the gene depicts the location of conserved sequence blocks
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harboring proximal promoter elements (Pe1) and initiator element (Ine). Numbers indicate the positions relative
to the TATA motif. In the expanded view of the proximal promoter region, horizontal arrows mark the location
of primers used in genomic footprinting and oval symbols denote the SI and SII elements. Inverted arrows
represent the inverted pairs of conserved Sox9 and L-Sox5/Sox6 motifs in Pe1.

On the other hand, Ine1 is located downstream of the TATA motif (between positions +10 and
+50) and it harbors the first transcription start site of the chicken gene. Inspection of the Ine1 sequence
revealed two pairs of inverted putative Sox motifs with 5/10, 6/10, 7/10 and 4/9 identity with the
consensus Sox-binding sites CA/TTTGA/TA/T in vitro [149] (Figure 7).

A

Pe1

- 169

- 139

Sox

5’-TCTCCGAGCAATGGAGCCATTGTGGAGGGG-3’

Consensus Sox:

CA/TTTGA/TA/T

Consensus Sox9:

AGAACAATGG

Consensus Sox5/6: TT/AAACAATA

3’-TCTGGCTCGTTACCTCGGTAACACCTCCCC-5’

Sox

B
+6

Ine
Sox

Sox

+50

5’-ACCTCAGGGCCAAGGCTCCCGTGTGCCATTCTGCATCCAACCTCC-3’
3’-TGGAGTCCCGGTTCCGAGGGCACACGGTAAGACGTAGGTTGGAGG-5’

Sox

Sox

Figure 7. Sox delineation within Pe1 (A) and Ine (B) elements. Inverted arrows indicate putative Sox motifs
that are similar to the consensus L-Sox5/Sox6 and Sox9 recognition sequences, respectively, shown in a separate
box. Positions are given relative to the TATA motif. Asterisks mark the fully conserved nucleotides.

In vivo footprinting implicate cartilage-specific occupancy of conserved Pe1 and Ine elements by
nuclear proteins
Sequence-specific transcription factors need to gain access to regulatory sequences in
chromatin. To detect, whether transcription factors are bound to the putative recognition sequences
within the proximal promoter region in vivo, we used the sensitive genomic footprinting strategy in
combination with LM-PCR [146]. A series of primers (Table 1 in Materials and methods) was
designed to cover 360 bp around the TATA motif (Figure 6). Since matrilin-1 is synthesized
exclusively by chondrocytes, chicken embryo chondrocytes (CEC) in comparison with the nonexpressing cell-type, chicken embryo fibroblasts (CEF), were subjected to in vivo analysis. Genomic
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DNA was treated with DMS or UV light to modify G residues at N-7 position or produce (6-4)
photoproducts at TC and CC dinucleotides, respectively. These modifications are sensitive to bound
proteins, therefore the areas of protein-DNA interactions appear as footprints on LM-PCR genomic
sequencing ladders [146]. LM-PCR analysis of naked CEC and CEF DNA treated with the same
reagents in vitro served as a reference. Differences in the modification patterns between the in vivo and
in vitro treated samples, apparent as hyporeactivities (protections) or hyperreactivities, indicated in
vivo DNA-protein contacts at specific sequences. Sets of independent experiments revealed cartilagespecific binding of transcription factors to the short promoter (Figure 7 and 8). We focused on the
vicinity of the Pe1 element between –169 and –125 (Figure 8), and Ine element between –30 and +52
(Figure 9) that harbors TATA box and the first transcription start site of the chicken gene.
Apart from Pe1, the first region also covered the SII element identified previously [139]. In
chondrocytes, occupancy was observed at the NFI contact points of the SII element (Figure 7A, lanes
1, 2, 5 and 6). The conserved Pe1 between –169 and –139 was also clearly protected by bound
transcription factors at certain G, CC and CT nucleotides of the inverted Sox motifs, while
hypersensitivity was seen on the opposite strand. Results of DMS and UV footprinting obtained on the
upper and lower strands of DNA (Figure 7A and data not shown) are summarized in Figure 8B.
Furthermore, hyporeactivity indicated factor binding at G residues of an Sp1-like motif between the
Pe1 and SII elements (Figure 8) and also at G residues of several Sp1-like elements located between
SII and the TATA motif (data not shown). These data demonstrate in vivo occupancy of potential
recognition sequences for Sox and certain ubiquitous factors as well within Pe1 and its vicinity in
chondrocytes. As opposed to this, the complete absence of footprints in the short promoter in
fibroblasts in repeated experiments indicated no factors bound to their recognition sequences in the
non-expressing cell type (Figure 8A, lanes 3, 4, 7 and 8, Figure 8B).
Similar results were obtained in the other region between –30 and +52 harboring the vicinity
of the TATA box (Figure 9). This area included the SI element which was identified previously [139],
the putative Sp1 site, the TATA box, the conserved motif at the first transcription initiaton site, and
number of potential Sox CA/TTTGA/TA/T motifs [149] downstream to TATA. Inspection of the
sequence revealed two pairs of inverted putative Sox motifs with 5/10, 6/10, 7/10 and 4/9 identity with
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the consensus Sox-binding sites. Following treatments by either UV light or DMS, CECs exhibited a
number of CC and CT- or A- and G-residues of much higher or lower relative intensity, whereas no
footprints were observed for CEFs. Similar results were obtained for the other strand (data not shown),
and all data obtained are summarized in Figure 9B.

Figure 8. Cartilage-specific occupancy of the Pe1 and SII elements in genomic footprinting A) Footprints
are shown between positions –169 and –125 on the lower strand of the DNA. AG and CT are Maxam-Gilbert
control sequences. DNA from CEC and CEF cultures treated in vivo (v) with DMS (open and closed boxes) or
UV light (open and closed circles) is compared with the in vitro (t) DNA samples treated with these reagents
after isolation from CEC and CEF. Differences in the modification patterns between ’v’ and ’t’ treatments,
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visible as hyperreactivities (large and small closed circles or closed boxes) or protections (large and small open
circles or open boxes), indicate in vivo DNA-protein contacts at specific sequences. B) Summary of the in vivo
footprinting data is shown on both strands. The previously identified NFI-binding site in the SII element [139]
and the inverted repeat harboring the putative paired Sox-binding sites are boxed.

Figure 9. Cartilage-specific occupancy of the Ine1 and SI elements in genomic footprinting A) Footprints
are shown between positions –30 and +52 on the upper strand of the DNA. AG and CT are Maxam-Gilbert
control sequences. DNA from CEC and CEF cultures treated in vivo (v) with DMS (open and closed boxes) or
UV light (open and closed circles) is compared with the in vitro (t) DNA samples treated with these reagents
after isolation from CEC and CEF. Differences in the modification patterns between ’v’ and ’t’ treatments,
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visible as hyperreactivities (large and small closed circles or closed boxes) or protections (large and small open
circles or open boxes), indicate in vivo DNA-protein contacts at specific sequences. B) Summary of the in vivo
footprinting data is shown on both strands. The previously identified NFI-binding site in the SI element [139],
putative Sp1 site and the TATA motifs are boxed. Potential Sox-binding sites are shown by arrows under Ine1
label.

To sum up, our data indicate in vivo cartilage-specific occupancy at potential recognition
sequences for Sox factors within Pe1 and Ine1, as well as for ubiquitous factors within the entire short
promoter in chondrocytes. The complete absence of footprints in the short promoter in fibroblasts
indicates that neither cartilage-specific, nor ubiquitous factors bound to their recognition sequences in
the non-expressing cell type. This suggests that regulation at the chromatin level can be involved in the
activation of the gene in chondrocytes.

Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 interact with the Pe1 element in vitro
The Sry-type, high-mobility group (HMG)-box containing transcription factor SOX9 serves as
a master regulator of the chondrocyte lineage. Therefore, we aimed to identify potential Sox-binding
sites in the regulatory region of the matrilin-1 gene. The inverted repeats within the conserved Pe1
element, which exhibited cartilage-specific protection in genomic footprinting, share 7/10 bp identity
with the consensus Sox9-binding site (Figure. 7). To confirm that Sox9 can indeed bind to Pe1 in
DNA-binding assay in vitro, oligonucleotides corresponding to this region (between –169 and – 139)
were synthesized for both strands, and bacterially expressed and purified GST-SOX9 fusion protein
was incubated with the element. As demonstrated in Figure 10A, the recombinant SOX9 formed a
nucleoprotein complex efficiently on the element (lanes 3-6). When EMSA was performed with
nuclear proteins from CEC, NIH3T3 and CEF cultures, we noticed tissue-specific differences in the
pattern and behavior of complexes (Figure 10B, lanes 1-4). Two specific DNA-protein complexes
absent from fibroblasts were formed with CEC nuclear proteins (lane 2). Competition EMSA revealed
that ds oligonucleotides harboring consensus Sox or HMG box motifs interfered only with the
formation of the slowly migrating complex II (lanes 8-11). The same complex was supershifted with
antibodies specifically recognizing Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 (Figure 10C), indicating that each of the
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cartilage-specific Sox transcription factors participated in the formation of complex II on Pe1 in
chondrocytes. On the other hand, the observation that complex I was neither competed nor
supershifted with Sox-specific oligonucleotides or antibodies, respectively, indicated that the element
also interacted with other transcription factors in the expressing cell type. Together, these data provide
sufficient evidence to conclude that the chondrocyte-specific in vivo footprints at the inverted Sox
motifs of Pe1 might be due to the binding of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 proteins. In addition, the Pe1
element can also form a complex with an unrelated chondrocyte nuclear protein.

Figure 10. Analysis of the interaction of the Pe1 element with Sox proteins in vitro A) [32P]-labeled Pe1 was
incubated with 2.0 µg of GST alone (lane 2) and increasing amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 µg) of purified GSTSOX9 (lanes 3-6). No protein was added to lane F (free probe). B) Radiolabeled Pe1 was incubated with 3 µg of
nuclear proteins extracted from CEC, CEF and NIH3T3 cells (lanes 2-4). The binding of chondrocyte nuclear
proteins was competed with 50- and 500-fold molar excesses of Pe1, consensus Sox9 and HMG elements (lanes
6-11). No competitor was added to lane 5. C) Supershift experiment was performed without antiserum (lane 2)
and with 1 µl each of preimmune antiserum (PI) (lane 3) and antibodies specifically recognizing Sox9, L-Sox5
and Sox6 (lanes 4-6). The arrows point to the supershifted complexes.

Mutations in either of the paired Sox motifs of Pe1 interfere with protein binding in EMSA
To examine further the Pe1 element, point mutations were introduced into either one (Pe1M1
and Pe1M2) or both (Pe1M3) of the inverted nonameric Sox motifs, or the spacer region between them
(Pe1M4) (Figure 11A). These oligonucleotides were used as probes in EMSA with purified
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recombinant SOX9 and CEC nuclear proteins. Mutants Pe1M1, Pe1M2 and Pe1M3 did not bind to
GST-SOX9 (Figure 11B, lanes 1-4) and did not compete for binding of Pe1 to either purified
recombinant SOX9 or CEC nuclear proteins (Figures 11B and 10C, lanes 6-15). In other words, point
mutations in either of the paired Sox motifs prevented the interaction between GST-SOX9 and Pe1,
indicating that both nonameric Sox motifs within the pair were essential for recognition by SOX9.
Consistent with earlier observations [150], these results clearly demonstrate the importance of paired
Sox sites in cartilage-specific gene regulation. Mutations M1, M2 and M3 also equally interfered with
the formation of CEC nucleoprotein complexes I and II, but yielded a very slowly-migrating complex
(Figure 11C, lanes 2-4).

Figure 11. Mutational analysis of Pe1 by EMSA A) Nucleotide sequences of the wild type and mutant
versions of Pe1. The inverted repeats (arrows) harboring the paired Sox motifs as well as protections and
hiperreactivities are indicated as in Figure 5. Point mutations presented in bold lower case letters were introduced
at nucleotides, which showed in vivo occupancy at the Sox motifs or in the spacer region. B) Interaction of the
wild type (lane 1) and mutant versions (lanes 2-5) of radiolabeled Pe1 with 2.0 µg of purified GST-SOX9.
Binding of radiolabeled Pe1 to GST-SOX9 was competed by 50- and 500-fold molar excess of cold normal and
mutant Pe1 as indicated on the top (lanes 8-17). C) EMSA was performed to compare the CEC nucleoprotein
complexes formed on the wild type and mutant Pe1 elements (lanes 1-5). Formation of CEC nucleoprotein
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complexes was competed with 50- and 500-fold molar excess of cold Pe1 and its mutant versions as indicated on
the top (lanes 8-17). No competitor was added to lane 7. F, free probe.

Since competition with Sox-binding site or wild-type Pe1 element did not diminish the latter complex
(Figure. 12A and 12B), we concluded that the mutagenesis possibly created a binding site for an
unknown nuclear factor synthesized in chondrocytes. However, the unknown nuclear factor did not
recognize the wild-type element. The observation that mutations in either one of the inverted Sox
motifs disrupted not only the Sox-specific complexes II, but complex I as well suggests that the
formation of the two complexes is not completely independent. This gives rise to two possibilities.
One explanation can be that the mutations also disrupted the overlapping binding site for a currently
unidentified factor forming complex I. The alternative, and more likely explanation can be that binding
of Sox9 homodimers to the paired sites can cause bending of the DNA, and thereby may promote an
otherwise very weak interaction between Pe1 and the unidentified factor. Thus, abolishment of Sox9binding to Pe1 may prevent the binding of the unidentified factor as well.
Pe1M4 was able to compete with the wild-type element for binding to recombinant SOX9 or
CEC nuclear proteins (Figures 11B and 11C, lanes 16-17). However, the spacer mutation reduced the
binding efficiency of Pe1M4 to GST-SOX9 (Figure 11B, lane 5). Contrary to Pe1, Pe1M4 formed only
a single complex of altered mobility with CEC nuclear proteins in repeated experiments (Figure 11C,
lane 5). This indicates that although the spacer mutation did not abolish the interaction of Pe1 with
GST-SOX9, it modified the formation of CEC multiprotein complexes on the element. The dramatic
effect of point mutations supports the conclusion that Pe1 can interact with Sox9 in vitro at the
nonameric palindrome and suggests the binding of an unknown factor to the spacer region.
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Figure 12. Pe1 mutants in competition EMSA with A) wild type Pe1, and B) consensus-Sox9. Cold ds Pe1 or
consensus-Sox9 were added in 50- and 500-fold molar excesses as indicated on the top in to the Pe1M1/CEC to
Pe1M3/CEC nucleoprotein complexes. No competitor was added to lane ‘–‘. F, free probe.

The initiator element Ine can also interact with Sox factors in vitro
As genomic footprinting indicated high occupancy of Sox motifs in the vicinity of the
transcription start sites of the gene in vivo (Figure 9B), we addressed the question, whether nuclear
factors could bind to this area in vitro. To answer this question, first we performed EMSA on the
initiator element (Ine) between positions +6 to +50 with purified recombinant SOX9 and nuclear
proteins extracted from CEC and CEF cultures (Figure 13A and B). Specific binding of GST-SOX9
but not GST alone to Ine demonstrated that Sox factors could indeed interact with the element in vitro
(Figure 13A). With chondrocyte nuclear proteins, three major nucleoprotein complexes were formed.
Complexes I and II were absent, however, when CEF nuclear extracts were used, indicating that those
were formed by cartilage-specific transcription factors (Figure 13B). The latter complexes were
displaced with HMG- or Sox9-specific competitors, as well as with the 48-bp Col2a1 enhancer
element containing Sox9 and L-Sox5/6 recognition sequences, indicating that Sox factors may
participate in their formation (Figure 13C). To test, whether the chondrogenic transcription factors
Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 were involved in the complex formation, we performed supershift
experiments using antibodies specifically recognizing Sox9, L -Sox5 and Sox6. Complexes I and II
were supershifted providing direct evidence that all three chondrogenic Sox factor can bind to the
element in vitro (Figure 13D). Complex III, however, was neither efficiently displaced with
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competitors harboring Sox recognition sequences, nor supershifted with Sox-specific antibodies
(Figure 13C and 13D). A complex of the same mobility was also present in the non-expressing CEF
samples (Figure 13B), suggesting that complex III may contain a ubiquitous factor present in many
cell types.
To confirm that mutation of the Sox motifs interfere with complex formation, we performed
EMSA with mutant versions of Ine (Figure 14A). When a shorter version of the initiator element Ine∆I
lacking the first pair of Sox motifs, but harboring the consensus initiator motif was incubated with
chondrocyte nuclear proteins, only two major complexes appeared with apparent mobilities resembling
to those of complexes II and III (Figure 14B, lane 7). Based on competition EMSA, only the former,
faster migrating complex was efficiently displaced with HMG-specific oligonucleotides (Figure 14B,
lanes 7-9). In consistence with this observation, Ine∆I  was also able to efficiently interfere only with
the formation of complexes II and III on Ine1 (Figure 14B, lanes 4,5). The lack of abolishment of the
complex I by Ine∆I competitor indicated that this complex was formed on the first pair of Sox motifs
of Ine.
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Figure 13. Analysis of the interaction of the Pe1 element with Sox proteins in vitro A) [32P]-labeled Pe1 was
incubated with 2.0 µg of GST alone (lane 2) and increasing amounts (0.25, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 µg) of purified GSTSOX9 (lanes 3-6). No protein was added to lane F (free probe). B) Radiolabeled Ine was incubated with 3 µg of
nuclear proteins extracted from CEC and CEF cells (lanes 2,3). C) The binding of chondrocyte nuclear proteins
to the Ine was competed with 50- and 500-fold molar excesses of consensus Sox9, HMG, and Col48 that contain
recognition sequences of L-Sox5/6/and Sox9. No competitor was added to lane 2. D) Supershift experiment was
performed without antiserum (lane 2) and with 1 µl each of preimmune antiserum (PI) (lane 3) and antibodies
specifically recognizing Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 (lanes 4-6). The arrows point to the supershifted complexes.

In agreement with this conclusion, IneM1 carrying point mutation in a second motif of the first
inverted Sox pair that is missing from Ine∆I, affected the formation of complex I, by increasing the
intensity of this complex (Figure 14C, lane 2). This mutation increased the length of the palindrome
and thus the binding efficiency of Sox factors, as Sox proteins are known to recognize four-way
junction sequences [151]. IneM1 mutation did not decrease the ability of IneM1 competitor to
efficiently displace both the Sox-specific and unrelated complexes (Figure 14D, lanes 5,6). Moreover,
this mutation decreased the intensity of complex III (Figure 14C, lane 2). Mutation in IneM2 disrupted
both pairs of inverted Sox motifs. As a consequence only a single complex appeared with mobility
slightly below that of complex I (Figure 14C, lane 3), but it was not related to that, because IneM2 did
not displace either of the complexes formed on Ine (Figure 14D, lanes 7,8).
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Figure 14. Mutational analysis of Pe1 by EMSA A) Nucleotide sequences of the wild type and mutant
versions of Ine. The inverted repeats (arrows) harboring the paired Sox motifs as well as protections and
hiperreactivities are indicated as in Figure 5. Point mutations presented in bold lower case letters were introduced
at nucleotides, which showed in vivo occupancy at the Sox motifs. B) Competition EMSA was performed to
compare the CEC nucleoprotein complexes formed on the wild type Ine (lanes 1-5) and Ine∆I (lanes 7-9)
elements. Formation of Ine/CEC or Ine∆I/CEC nucleoprotein complexes were competed with 50- and 500-fold
molar excess of cold Ine (lanes 2,3) and cold Ine∆I (lanes 4,5) or cold HMG (lanes 8,9) as indicated on the top.
No competitor was added to lane 1 and 7. F, free probe. C) Interaction of the wild type (lane 1) and mutant
versions (lanes 2-5) of radiolabeled Ine with 3 µg of nuclear proteins extracted from CEC. D) Formation of
Ine/CEC nucleoprotein complexes was competed with 50- and 500-fold molar excess of cold Ine and its mutant
versions as indicated on the top (lanes 3-10). No competitor was added to lane 2. F, free probe.

The observation that complex III did not formed on IneM2 indicate that the mutation also
disrupted the recognition site for the unidentified non-cartilage-specific protein. Alternatively, the
binding of this factor may be dependent on the binding of Sox proteins to Ine and bending the DNA.
Thus, the disruption of both pairs of inverted Sox motifs may prevent the Sox-facilitated binding of
this unknown factor as well.
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On the other hand IneM3 carrying mutation in the second inverted repeat did not produce the
Sox-specific complex II (Figure 14C, lane 4), but it competed for the formation of Sox-specific and
unrelated complexes as well (Figure 14D, lanes 9,10). Disruption of complex II in IneM3 increased the
intensity of complex I (Figure 14C, lane 4). As mutations in the putative Sox motifs interfered with the
formation of complexes, this further supported the recognition of Ine with Sox factors in vitro.
Together, these data give sufficient evidence to conclude that, in addition to the tissue-specific binding
ability, Ine contains Sox recognition sites, which can interact with Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6. We also
conclude from the data that the chondrocyte-specific DMS and UV footprints observed at the inverted
Sox motifs of the initiator region in vivo might be due to the binding of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6
proteins harboring HMG-box DNA-binding domains.

Functional analysis of Pe1 and Ine elements in transient expression studies
In order to determine which binding sites for Sox proteins are important for transcriptional
activity of the chicken matrilin-1 gene, wild type and mutant versions of the promoter between
positions –334 and +67 were fused to the luciferase reporter gene, and the promoter activity was
measured in transient expression assays (Figure 15). In agreement with the data in transgenic mice
[140], the minimal promoter between –15 and +67 (MpLuc) had a very low activity in expressing and
nonexpressing cell types. Extension of the sequence up to –334 in 5’ direction in construct FO15Luc
elevated the activity of the short promoter 3.4-fold in chondrocytes (Figure 15A). Activation was also
observed in CEF and HDM cultures, possibly due to the binding of ubiquitous factors (Sp1, NFI, etc)
to the putative motifs of the short promoter in transient expression assays. Introducing mutations M1
into one of the paired Sox9 motifs of the Pe1 element by in situ mutagenesis in ∆Pe1M1 decreased the
luciferase activity by almost 2-fold in chondrocytes (Figure 15A). The same mutation did not decrease
or rather slightly increase the promoter activity in CEF and HDM cultures, thus demonstrating the
tissue- and developmental stage-specific effect of mutation in the Sox-binding sites of Pe1.
Interestingly, Pe1M4 containing mutations in the spacer region between the intact Sox motifs
decreased the short promoter activity in derivative ∆Pe1M4 to 60 % in chondrocytes, but not in CEF
and HDM cultures (Figure 15A). In agreement with the altered complex formation with chondrocyte
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nuclear proteins in EMSA (Figure 11C), this suggests that Pe1 probably interacts with another protein
in chondrocytes that is also critical for the activity of the element. Based on the functional assays, we
conclude that Pe1 is likely to contribute significantly to the short promoter activity by binding to
cartilage-specific Sox proteins via the inverted motifs and to a currently unidentified factor in the
spacer region.
The Pe1 element is found within 140-170 bp upstream of the TATA motif in chicken gene
(Figure 7) and harbors inverted nonameric Sox-binding sites that interact with Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6
in vitro (Figure 10). To test whether the element has an enhancer activity and/or the location is
important for the function, four copies of the element were placed upstream of the minimal promoter
in construct 4xPe1-MpLuc (Figure 15A). However, this further decreased (CEC and HDM) or did not
alter significantly (CEF) the luciferase activity as compared to the minimal promoter construct MpLuc
(Figure 15A), suggesting that the Pe1 element is not an enhancer-like element and it cannot drive the
promoter in such a close proximity to the TATA motif or it may work cooperatively with adjacent
sequences binding to other factors.
To determine whether the Sox protein binding sites identified by EMSA within Ine are
functionally relevant, we also tested the effect of Ine point mutations on the short promoter activity in
transient expression assays in CEC (Figure 15B). The derivative of FO15Luc referred to as ∆IneM1,
which carries point mutation M1 within the Ine element, exhibited almost 2-fold higher luciferase
activity as compared to FO15Luc. This is in agreement with the increased formation of CEC
nucleoprotein complex I in vitro binding assays (Figure 14C).
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Figure 15. Functional analysis of Pe1 and Ine in transient expression assays Luciferase reporter constructs
harboring the minimal or the proximal promoter region of the matrilin-1 gene (A&B) or promoter fragments of
increasing length (C) between positions indicated are shown on the left. Construct 4xPe1-MpLuc carries four
tandem copies of Pe1 upstream of the minimal promoter. Point mutations of Pe1M1, Pe1M4, IneM1-M3, were
introduced into FO15Luc in derivatives Pe1M1, and Pe1M4 in (A) or IneM1, IneM2 and IneM3 in (B)
respectively. Luciferase activities are expressed in % of that of the FO15Luc set at 100%. Values represent the
averages ± S.E.M. of 5-10 independent transfection experiments in CEC, CEF and HDM cultures. Asterisk mark
the values shown as averages of three independent experiments.
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On the other hand, ∆IneM2 had a 3-fold decrease in luciferase activity (Figure 15B),
supporting that the disruption of both inverted Sox motifs within the initiator element not only
abolished the interaction of Ine with Sox proteins in EMSA (Figure 14C), but indeed significantly
decreased the short promoter activity as well. Finally, derivative ∆IneM3 harboring a modification in
the second pair of inverted Sox motifs, which however did interfere with one of the Sox-specific
nucleoprotein complex II in vitro (Figure 14C), exhibited 10-15% decrease in luciferase activity
(Figure 15B).
When longer promoter fragment up to –1137 in 5’ direction in construct pCMPLuc was tested
in transient expression assays, we observed 12.4-fold enhancement of the reporter gene activity in
CEC culture (Figure 15C). In contrast, the upstream promoter elements of pCMPLuc resulted in only
1.8-fold and 2.6-fold increase of the luciferase activity in CEF and HDM cultures. This indicates that
upstream promoter elements can highly increase the tissue- and stage-specific activity of the matrilin-1
promoter.
To line up with the data from genomic footprinting and in vitro binding assays, the effect of
mutations within the inverted Sox motifs of the conserved Pe1 and Ine support the conclusion that the
identified Sox sites were functionally relevant. This indicates important role for Sox family proteins in
the constitutive activity of the short matrilin-1 promoter, and also suggests a complex interplay
between Sox factors bound to Pe1 and Ine in chondrocytes.
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DISCUSSION

Extracellular matrix metabolism plays a central role in the development of skeletal tissues and
in most orthopaedic diseases and trauma such as fracture or osteotomy repair, arthritis, cartilage repair,
and congenital skeletal deformity. During development or disease, specific genes must be expressed in
order to make or repair appropriate extracellular matrix. For example, specific gene expression
patterns are characteristic of bone and cartilage. The precise expression pattern depends on a balance
of positive and negative transcription factors, proteins that control the synthesis of mRNA from the
specific gene. In cartilage, a number of studies indicate that Sox transcription factors are critical
positive regulators in genes such as Col2a1, Col9a2, Col11a2, Agc1, and CD-Rap [29,133,136,137].
Sox9 has been demonstrated to regulate expression of Col2a1 via several AGAACAATGG motifs
[149]. In addition, negative regulators are also essential to fine tune gene regulation in chondrocytes
and to turn off gene expression in noncartilaginous tissues.
The unique feature of the matrilin-1 gene among cartilage-specific genes is the characteristic
expression pattern restricted to distinct zones of the growth plate in vivo or developmental stages in
tissue cultures. Recent analysis of the major regulatory regions of the chicken matrilin-1 gene in
transgenic mice revealed that the long promoter alone or in combination with the intronic enhancer as
well as the short promoter with the intronic enhancer restricted the transgene expression to the
columnar proliferative chondroblasts and prehypertrophic chondrocytes [140]. Transgenic experiments
with the chicken matrilin-1 promoter in a mouse have indicated that the tissue-specific control
elements are divided between the promoter upstream and intronic regions in a manner similar to that of
the Col11a2 gene [132]. Moreover, NAD1 founder embryos expressing the LacZ reporter gene under
the control of the short matrilin-1 promoter that was shared by all above transgenes, also exhibited
transgene expression in the developing cartilaginous elements of the chondrocranium, appendicular
and axial skeleton (Figure 16), indicating that, the short promoter indeed harbors DNA-elements,
which can direct the developmental stage-specific expression of the transgene in chondrocytes [152].
In the work presented in this dissertation, my colleagues and I have taken advantage of the
recent advances in regulation of tissue-specific gene expression of matrix proteins in cartilage via Sox
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proteins that have been shown to be activating transcription factors indispensable for chondrogenesis.
We tried to focus in this study: 1) allocation of cis-regulatory elements that are important for the
transcriptional regulation of the matrilin-1 gene, in particular those elements which possibly function
via interacting with Sox-family proteins in the short promoter region; 2) application of in vitro and in
vivo techniques in order to study the function of these elements in the transcriptional regulation of the
chicken matrilin-1 gene. This work has provided valuable insight into the function of these elements in
vivo, in addition to opening many doors to future experimentation.

Figure 16. Founder embryos expressing NAD1 (short promoter) transgene LacZ expression is seen in the
developing metatarsals (mt) (A), in vertebral bodies (vb), inner annulus (ia) and nucleus pulposus (np) of
developing intervertebral discs (B), in the longitudinal (K) and cross (L) sections of the developing ribs (r) and
iliac bone (F). The intensity of X-gal staining is relatively high in the zones of columnar proliferating (pro)
chondroblasts and prehypertrophic (ph) chondrocytes, and weaker in the epiphyseal (epi) chondroblasts, resting
(res) and hypertrophic (hyp) zones of growth plate cartilage (B,E). SFE, sacrificed founder embryo; im,
intervertebral; cm, cutaneous muscles; Scale bar, 200 µm.

As a result, we found two cis-acting Sox-specific islands (labelled as Pe1 and Ine) within the
short promoter of the chicken matrilin-1. The two elements directly interact in vitro with Sox9, LSox5, and Sox6. We also show that, both elements display tissue-specific footprints in vivo, and these
cis-acting elements respond in a cell type-specific manner. Furthermore, the parallel finding by E.
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Barta obtained by multiple sequence alignment revealed that Pe1 element harboring inverted Sox
motifs is strongly conserved in a similar position (100-200 bp upstream of TATA) in the proximal
promoter region of the various amniote matrilin-1 genes (Figure 17) [152]. Apart from this, throughout
the 2-3-kb promoter region tested, two distal DNA segments (Dpe1 and Dpe2) showed certain degree
of sequence similarity between mammals and chicken (Figure 17).

Figure 17. Conserved sequence blocks in the matrilin-l promoter region of amniotes In the alignment made
by the DIALIGN2 program [144] by E. Barta, the most conserved regions between the human, mouse, rat, dog
and chicken matrilin-1 promoter sequences are shown. The human, mouse and rat matrilin-1 promoter sequence
data are from the ENSEMBL database [141], the dog sequence is from the EMBL database (accession number:
AACN010934065). Positions are given relative to the TATA box. Asterisks mark the fully conserved
nucleotides. Interrupted horizontal arrows above and below the consensus sequence of Dpe1 and Pe1 indicate
putative Sox motifs marking those nucleotides, which are identical with the consensus L-Sox5/Sox6 and Sox9
recognition sequences, respectively, shown in a separate box.
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Dpe1 harbors motifs sharing 6/8 bp identity with the preferred recognition sequence for L-Sox5/Sox6
[149]. Dpe2 includes the fully conserved GACACAGAGAA motif, which does not match to any
consensus motif of known transcription factors of the TRANSFAC® database (http://www.generegulation.com/pub/databases.htm1#transfac). The degree of sequence similarity around the TATA
motif was relatively weak as compared to other eukaryotic promoters.
The observation that, contrary to the sequence divergence in other parts of the matrilin-1
regulatory regions in the various species, Pe1 remained strongly conserved under evolutionary
pressure between chicken and mammals implies that the element performs a very important function in
the transcriptional regulation of the matrilin-1 gene in amniotes.
Phylogenetic conservation of important regulatory sequences has also been reported in other
systems, leading to a similar conclusion. For example, Sox2 enhancers were functionally identified
within extragenic sequence blocks clearly conserved between chicken and mammals [153]. From the
25 conserved sequence blocks, however, only two occurred in the fish genome as well, but similarly to
our findings reported in the present study, the conserved regulatory elements were hidden within
longer stretches of sequence similarity, when only mammalian species were compared. Speciesspecific variations in the occurrence of conserved regulatory Sox2 sequence blocks were related to
distinct spatio-temporal differences in the gene expression between vertebrate species [154,155].
These and our findings support the conclusion that sequence conservations between chicken and
mammals are reliable indications of important regulatory regions within a genetic locus.
Tissue-specific control elements have been identified in the promoter of certain eukaryotic
genes, for example between 15 and 200 bp upstream of the TATA box of liver- or osteoblast-specific
genes [156-158]. Furthermore, it has also been reported that SOX9 interacting with the partner
transcription factor SF-1 recognizes a conserved DNA element approximately 100 bp upstream of the
TATA box of mammalian anti-Müllerian hormone genes [124]. Even though inverted Sox motifs are
known to play an essential role in the function of chondrocyte-specific enhancers of the Col2a1 and
Col11a2 genes, conserved blocks similar to Pe1 could be found neither in their proximal promoter
elements nor within the 3 kb region of the putative promoters of these genes in human, mouse and rat
by computer search using the programs DIALIGN2 and MEME [144,145]. In accordance with this
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observation, the proximal promoter region of neither the Col2a1 and Col11a1 nor the Agc and the CDRap genes were reported to mediate cartilage-specific regulation [132,159,160]. Interestingly,
consistent with its conserved position in amniotes, the Pe1 element seems to function at a certain
distance from the TATA box. In this respect, it also clearly differs from the cartilage-specific enhancer
elements of other cartilage-protein genes [29,132,136,137,150,159,160]. These findings imply that Pe1
is a unique control element of the matrilin-1 gene not shared by other cartilage protein genes.
The sequence homology among amniotes within Ine was restricted only to a short motif, but
two pairs of inverted Sox-binding sites were identified in chicken (Figure 6). Besides being recognized
by antibodies of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro, genomic footprinting also revealed the occupancy of
these motifs by transcription factors bound in chondrocytes in vivo. Transient expression studies
confirmed that both Pe1 and Ine elements significantly contribute to the moderate activity of the short
promoter in chondrocytes. Based on these data, we hypothesize that the element does not drive the
high cartilage-specific expression of the promoter as an enhancer, but may rather act by modulating
the promoter activity and mediating the effect of distal promoter and intronic enhancer elements. We
also hypothesize that distal promoter and intronic elements may also function by forming multi-protein
complexes via interacting with Pe1 and Ine.
Hypothesis proposed here are consistent with our previous observations [138-140]. TR70
transgenic mice expressing LacZ reporter gene under 2011 bp promoter control region of the chicken
matrilin-1 along with histological analysis confirmed developmental stage-specific X-gal staining in
cartilage, congruent with that of the endogenous Matn1 gene in all developing skeletal elements. The
activity of the transgenes was restricted to the columnar proliferating and prehypertrophic
chondrocytes, and no X-gal staining was detected in the condensed mesenchyme or precartilage cells.
On the contrary, histological analysis of the founder embryos expressing 338 bp short promoters alone
in NAD1 transgenes, also exhibited uniform X-gal staining in the cartilaginous elements of the
developing chondrocranium, appendicular and axial skeleton, implying that the short promoter indeed
harbors chondrocyte-specific DNA-elements [152]. The transgene activity, however, was relatively
low as compared to TR70 and no zonal differences were seen in the expression pattern suggesting that
the DNA-elements responsible for the developmental stage-specific activity of the gene must be
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located outside of the short promoter. Consistently, when longer promoter fragment harboring the
putative Dpe1 and Dpe2 elements were tested in transient expression assays [152], we observed 26.9fold enhancement of the reporter gene activity of construct AC8Luc (made by A. Daraba) as opposing
to FO15Luc in CEC cultures (Figure 18). Comparison of the reporter gene activity between FO15Luc
and AC8Luc, in transient expression and between the NAD1, TR70 and VAM1 transgenes [140,152]
stress that distal promoter and intronic elements highly enhance the promoter activity and greatly
increase the zonal differences in the transgene expression.
Although Pe1 can bind to Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro, it may show a preference for Sox9
in vivo, as the inverted Sox motifs carried by Pe1 are more similar to the preferred binding sites of
Sox9, than to those of L-Sox5/Sox6. On the other hand, the conserved Dpe1 element carries motifs
more similar to the preferred binding sites of L-Sox5/Sox6. Binding of Dpe1 to these factors and the
interaction with nucleoprotein complexes formed on Pe1 may be necessary for the high tissue- and
developmental stage-specific activity of the 2011 bp promoter in AC8Luc and TR70 transgenic mice
[140,152]. This hypothesis is supported by recent observation from our laboratory demonstrating that
point mutations in Pe1 highly reduce the activity of the long promoter in AC8 (Figure 18) (personal
communication with E. Kenesi, S. T. Oommen, A. Nagy and I. Kiss).

Figure 18. Functional analysis of long matrilin-1 promoter (AC8Luc) and the role of Pe1 in transient
expression assay Point mutations of Pe1M1, were introduced into AC8Luc in derivative AC8P1M1 (construct
was made by A. Nagy). Luciferase activities are expressed in % of that of the FO15Luc set at 100%. Values
represent the averages ± S.E.M. of 2-5 independent transfection experiments in CEC, CEF and HDM cultures.
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These data indicate that Sox9 and L-Sox5/Sox6-binding sites may be separated over a large
distance in the regulatory region of the matrilin-1 gene. The importance of L-Sox5/Sox6 binding is
supported by the observation that Sox9 alone is not sufficient for the activation of the matrilin-1 gene
in the absence of Sox5 and Sox6 proteins [28].
In our experiments, GST–Sox9 formed only a single complex with Pe1 and Ine. Even though
Sox9 is not capable of forming homodimers in solution [29,161,162], consistent with observations
from other laboratories [150,163], we found that it could bind only to intact inverted pairs of Sox
motifs (Figure 11B), thus supporting the conclusion that Sox9 dimerization might have occurred upon
DNA binding. As opposed to this, Sox9 was reported to bind as a monomer to cis elements involved in
sex determination [163].
This is the first report demonstrating that paired Sox-specific sites mapped close to the TATA
motif can play a functional role in the transcriptional activation of a cartilage protein gene. The close
proximity of the Sox-binding sites of Ine to the TATA box raises questions regarding the possible
interactions of Sox proteins with general transcription machinery. The involvement of HMG1 domain
proteins in the regulation of gene transcription has been suspected for a long time, and conflicting
effects have been published. Depending on the different systems and conditions used, either repression
or activation of transcription has been observed in vitro [164,165]. It has been reported for example
that the abundant HMG1 protein, which binds angled structures in the DNA without any sequence
specificity, can interact in a species-specific manner with the core domain of the TATA box-binding
protein (TBP), and block the formation of the preinitiation complex (PIC) by preventing the binding of
TFIIB to TBP [164,166]. Such repression of RNA polymerase II transcription can be reversed by
TFIIA. Differing from the HMG1 protein, Sox9 binds to the DNA in a sequence-specific manner and
has a transactivation domain. We hypothesize that, according to the intrinsic flexibility of DNA
bending and cooperative binding ability with multiple transcription factors, Sox proteins (L-Sox5,
Sox6 and Sox9) may interact with the components of the general transcription factors on Ine, which
may generate a surface complementary to the RNA polymerase II transcription machinery. It is yet to
be confirmed that this interaction or combination of general transcription machinery really function on
the natural Ine element of the matrilin-1 gene, and the interacting partners are still to be found. In any
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case, our results suggest that the mapped Sox sites in Ine might be biologically relevant for the
possible modulation of PIC formation in vivo.
By bending the DNA, HMG-box proteins are known to promote the binding of other
transcription factors to the DNA. Lining up with these observations, our results suggest that, in
addition to Sox proteins, other transcription factors may also be involved in the activity of the short
matrilin-1 promoter. Sox9 is known to interact with a number of partner factors, including
steroidogenic factor-1 (SF-1) and long cell lineage-specific musculoaponeurotic fibrosarcoma (LcMaf) [29,122,124]. One explanation for the conserved position of the Pe1 element can be that it may
function by bending the DNA and promoting the interaction between the components of the
polymerase II transcription machinery and ubiquitous factors bound to the proximal promoter
elements. This assumption is supported by the observation that the short promoter includes several
putative binding sites for ubiquitous transcription factors, such as Sp1 and NFI, and based on our
genomic footprinting studies, these motifs were also occupied by transcription factors bound in vivo in
chondrocytes (Figure 7; and results not shown). Furthermore, Sox9 may interact with different partner
factors during subsequent steps of chondrogenesis, thereby contributing to the developmental stagespecific activity of the matrilin-1 gene. However, future studies will be needed for mapping the
putative cofactor-binding sites and identifying the interacting Sox partner factors on the Pe1 and Ine
elements.
Taken together, our data suggest that a) the cartilage-specific control elements are dispersed in
the matrilin-1 regulatory regions and b) modularly arranged cartilage- and neural crest-specific
enhancer and silencer elements located in the promoter upstream and intronic control regions regulate
the expression of the chicken matrilin-1 gene during ontogenetic development. This hypothesis lines
up with our previous observation, where in vitro experiments confirmed the presence of the two
promoter proximal silencer elements, SI and SII [139]. SII resides right next to the Pe1, and SI is
located within 20 bp upstream of the TATA motif. Furthermore, we have identified recently ciselements containing Sox9-binding sites in the first intron as well (Rauch et al., to be published
elsewhere).
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To allow tissue-specific expression, genes are negatively regulated by activation of negative
regulators coupled with repression of positive factors where the genes should not be expressed. A
number of negative regulators for cartilage-specific matrix proteins have been identified recently. The
promoter region of Col2a1 contains several E-boxes (CANNTG, which binds basic helix-loop-helix
transcription factors), and ∆EF1 is proposed to be a repressor functioning on the E-boxes. ∆EF1 is
reciprocally expressed compared with Col2a1; overexpression of estrogen-inducible transcription
factor delta (∆EF1) represses expression of reporter construct containing a Col2a1 promoter/enhancer
[167]. ∆EF1 null mutant mice exhibit various skeletal abnormalities [168]. Mouse Snail and Slug are
family members of zinc finger transcription factors, are also reported to bind to the proximal E-box of
Col2a1 promoter [169]. Overexpression of Snail represses the expression of the reporter gene as well
as endogenous expression of Col2a1 and aggrecan in chondrogenic progenitor cells ATDC5.
Therefore, the promoter region of Col2a1 contains several potent functional elements for tissue
specific expression. The other important DNA motif in Col2a1 is located in the first intron [123,170].
A study of transgenic mice revealed that the minimum enhancer element was able to direct cartilagespecific expression of the reporter gene in vivo. The element contains functional HMG-like sites,
which are targets of Sox proteins, thus turning on the gene in Sox9-expressing cells. However, the
element also contains a silencer domain to turn off in many other tissues. In fact, αA-Crystallin
binding protein-1 (CYRBP1), a zinc finger transcription factor, binds next to the HMG-like site,
competing with Sox9 binding within the control element of the first intron of Col2a1, resulting
potentially in repression of gene transcription [171]. A similar model whereby negative regulators and
positive HMG-like sites in a tissue-specific control element is also recognized in the upstream
promoter of Col11a2. The study of transgenic mice revealed that the –530 bp promoter directed
cartilage-specific expression in vivo, whereas deletion to –453 bp resulted in loss of specificity [172].
This tissue-specific control fragment from –530 bp to –453 bp contains multiple HMG-like sites and
one of them is functional for Sox9 [133]. A negative regulator, NT2, a Krüppel-associated box-zinc
finger protein, was identified as binding within the element and represses the promoter activity [173].
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Accordingly, genes are regulated by a balance of positive and negative factors. It is not
surprising therefore those tissue-specific genes are regulated by a few critical positive factors and
many negative regulators in order to exhibit a strictly restricted expression.

SUMMARY OF NOVEL FINDINGS

1. Throughout the 1.2-kb promoter region tested between positions -1137 and +64, we identified two
potential Sox-specific islands labelled as Pe1 and Ine in the short promoter of chicken matrilin-1
gene.
○ Pe1 element includes a pair of inverted motifs highly similar to the AGAACAATGG motif,
which was shown to be the preferred binding site of Sox9 in vitro.
○ Ine1 harbors two pairs of inverted putative Sox motifs with 5/10, 6/10, 7/10 and 4/9 identity
with the consensus Sox-binding sites CA/TTTGA/TA/T in vitro.
2. We observed in vivo occupancy of the Sox motifs in genomic footprinting in the expressing cell
type, but not in the non-expressing, which support the involvement of Pe1 and Ine in the tissuespecific regulation of the gene. Apart from Pe1 and Ine, in chondrocytes, footprints were also
visible at the NFI contact points of the SI and SII elements that were identified previously by
Szabó et al in 1995.
3. We provided evidence that both elements (Pe1 and Ine) interact with chondrogenic transcription
factors of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro.
○ Eventhough, Pe1 contain pair of inverted Sox9 motifs, we noticed that the element form only a
single nucleoprotein complex with GST–Sox9. Point mutations in either Sox motifs interfered
with this complex, suggesting that GST-Sox9 could bind only to intact inverted pairs of Sox
motifs and that Sox9 dimerization might have occurred upon DNA binding.
4. Using transient expression studies, we confirmed that both Pe1 and Ine elements significantly
contribute to the moderate activity of the short promoter in chondrocytes. We hypothesize that the
element does not drive the high cartilage-specific expression of the promoter as an enhancer, but
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may rather act by modulating the promoter activity and mediating the effect of distal promoter and
intronic enhancer elements.
5. This is the first report demonstrating that paired Sox-specific sites mapped within Ine, that is close
to the TATA motif can play a functional role in the transcriptional activation of a cartilage protein
gene. We hypothesize that, according to the intrinsic flexibility of DNA bending and cooperative
binding ability with multiple transcription factors, Sox proteins (L-Sox5, Sox6 and Sox9) may
interact with the components of the general transcription machinery assembled on Ine, which may
generate a surface complementary to the RNA polymerase II transcription machinery. In addition,
distal promoter and intronic elements may also function by forming multi-protein complexes via
interacting with Pe1 and Ine.
These findings imply for the first time an important role of cis-regulatory elements that are
functioning via Sox family proteins in the transcriptional upregulation of the chicken matrilin-1 gene.
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SUMMARY OF THE THESIS

Introduction
Cartilage anlagen develop in the embryo before bone, and thus provide the first skeleton of the
embryo. It acts as the main source of body longitudinal growth that provides structural templates and
induction signals for the formation of most bones through a process called endochondral ossification
(Olsen et al. 2000) Cartilage is an elaborate network of large macromolecules, synthesised and
deposited by the specialized cells, called chondrocytes. They deposit these macromolecules around
themselves to form an extracellular matrix (ECM).
Chondrocytes express a number of specific genes, such as types II, VI, IX, and XI collagens,
aggrecan, link protein, CD-Rap, COMP, and matrilin-1. It is clear that components of the cartilage
matrix itself play important roles in either modulating or maintaining the phenotype of chondrocytes
and their correct organization in the growth plate (Mundlos and Olsen. 1997, Erlebacher et al. 1995).
In addition, the precise expression pattern depends on a balance of positive and negative transcription
factors, proteins that control the synthesis of mRNAs from these specific genes. In cartilage, a number
of studies indicate that Sox9 is an activating transcription factor, indispensable for chondrogenesis.
During chondrogenesis, Sox9 is expressed in chondroprogenitors and chondrablasts, and activates the
cartilage-specific genes, such as Col2a1, Col11a2, aggrecan, and CD-Rap. The study of chimeric mice
that harbour Sox9−/− cells revealed that cells without Sox9 do not express chondrocyte marker genes
such as Col2a1, Col9a2, Col11a2, and aggrecan. Sox9 binds to and directly activates the cartilagespecific regulatory elements of Col2a1 as well as Col11a2, which can direct cartilage-specific
expression in transgenic mice. Sox9 also transactivates the promoter activities of Col9a1, aggrecan,
and CD-Rap.
Additional Sox factors, such as L-Sox5 and Sox6, are also involved in chondrogenesis (Smits
et al. 2001). The expression of L-Sox5 and Sox6 requires Sox9 (Akiyama et al. 2004). They are
activated in prechondrocytes and highly expressed in chondroblasts in all developing cartilage
elements of the mouse embryo (Lefebvre et al. 1998). Although individual Sox5 or Sox6 null mice are
born with minor cartilage defects, double knockout mice develop a severe, generalized
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chondrodysplasia. In the double null mice, prechondrocytes are unable to progress along the
differentiation pathway, expressing a very low level of early cartilage genes, such as Col2a1 and
aggrecan, but they fail to turn on stage-specific matrix genes such as COMP and matrilin-1 (Smits et
al. 2001). In vitro experiments have suggested that, besides Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 are also involved
in Col2a1 expression. They appear to form a large complex with each other and other nuclear proteins
in chondrocytes. Therefore, it is believed that the three Sox cooperatively activate the Col2a1
(Lefebvre et al. 1997, 1998, Bell et al. 1997). They were also able to suppress expression of markers
for hypertrophic chondrocytes, thus confirming that L-Sox5, Sox6, and Sox9 constitute a master
chondrogenic trio.
Matrilin-1 is tightly associated with aggrecan (Hauser et al. 1996) and type II collagen fibrils
(Winterbottom et al. 1992), the two major macromolecular networks of cartilage. It also forms
collagen-independent pericellular filaments via the vWFA domains (Chen et al. 1999), and interacts
with α1β1 integrin (Makihira et al. 1999). Therefore, it seems to perform an adapter function in the
assembly of the cartilaginous matrix. Among cartilage protein genes, the matrilin-1 has a unique
expression pattern, restricted to certain chondrocyte developmental stages and distinct zones of the
growth plate. It has been confirmed that the matrilin-1 gene is activated only in late proliferative
chondrocytes in vitro (Muratoglu et al. 1995, Szuts et al. 1998). This suggests that the regulation of the
gene may involve similar as well as different molecular mechanisms as compared to other cartilage
protein genes, such as Col2a1. To get insight into the common and distinct molecular mechanisms
controlling cartilage-specific gene expression, we aimed to study DNA elements and transcription
factors, involved in the transcriptional regulation of the matrilin-1 gene.

Aims of study
Functional analysis of the main regulatory regions of the gene revealed that the long promoter
with and without the intronic enhancer region, as well as the short promoter with the intronic enhancer
region equally direct the transgene expression to distinct zones of the growth plate in transgenic mice
(Karcagi et al. 2004). Based on this observation, we raised the question, whether the short promoter
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may have a role in the tissue-specific regulation and if it involves cartilage-specific and/or
developmental stage-specific control elements. The following specific aims were set out:
¾ to delineate cis-regulatory elements that are important for the transcriptional regulation of the
matrilin-1 gene and to identify proteins binding to these sites, especially focusing on those sites,
which possibly function via interacting with Sox-family proteins in the short promoter region.
¾ to verify Sox protein-binding sites in the short promoter using in vitro gelshift and supershift
assays.
¾ to reveal tissue-specific binding of transcription factors to the short promoter region using in
vivo footprinting.
¾ to study the role of these putative elements in the transcriptional regulation of the matrilin-1
gene.

Methods
In order to accomplish our aims we performed the following experimental methods:
9 Sequence analysis
9 Isolation of genomic DNA from tissue culture
9 In vivo footprinting with dimethyl sulphate and UV light
9 Preparation of cell extracts for EMSA
9 Synthesis and purification of bacterially expressed GST-SOX9
9 EMSA and supershift experiments
9 Luciferase reporter gene constructs for transient expression assay
9 Site directed mutagenesis
9 Transient expression assay

Results and Discussion
In this study, we have shown that the short promoter of chicken matrilin-1 gene contains at
least two cis-acting Sox-specific islands labelled as Pe1 and Ine. Both elements interact with
chondrogenic transcription factors of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro. Point mutations in the Sox
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motifs of either element interfered with or altered the formation of nucleoprotein complexes in vitro
and significantly decreased the reporter gene activity in CEC in transient expression assays, stressing
the importance of these elements in the transcriptional upregulation of the matrilin-1 gene. Transient
expression studies confirmed that both Pe1 and Ine elements significantly contribute to the moderate
activity of the short promoter in chondrocytes. Based on the data, we hypothesize that the element
does not drive the high cartilage-specific expression of the promoter as an enhancer, but may rather act
by modulating the promoter activity and mediating the effect of distal promoter and intronic enhancer
elements. In addition, we propose that distal promoter and intronic elements may also function by
forming multi-protein complexes via interacting with Pe1 and Ine.
We were able to show in vivo occupancy of the Sox motifs in genomic footprinting in the
expressing cell type, but not in the non-expressing, which support the involvement of Pe1 and Ine in
the tissue-specific regulation of the gene. Apart from Pe1 and Ine, in chondrocytes, footprints were
also observed at the NFI contact points of the SI and SII elements that were identified previously
(Szabó et al. 1995). As opposed to this, the complete absence of footprints in the short promoter in
fibroblasts in repeated experiments indicated no factors bound to their recognition sequences in the
non-expressing cell type. This suggests that regulation at the chromatin level can be involved in the
activation of the gene in chondrocytes.
Although Pe1 can bind to Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro, it may show a preference for Sox9
in vivo, as the inverted Sox motifs carried by Pe1 are more similar to the preferred binding sites of
Sox9, than to those of L-Sox5/Sox6. In our experiments, GST–Sox9 formed only a single complex
with Pe1 and Ine. Even though Sox9 is not capable of forming homodimers in solution (Lefebvre et al.
1998, Sock et al. 2003, Peirano and Wegner. 2000), consistent with observations from other
laboratories (Bridgewater et al. 2003, Bernard et al. 2003), we found that it could bind only to intact
inverted pairs of Sox motifs, thus supporting the conclusion that Sox9 dimerization might have
occurred upon DNA binding. As opposed to this, Sox9 was reported to bind as a monomer to cis
elements involved in sex determination (Bernard et al. 2003).
Collateral analysis based on computer searches revealed that Pe1 element of the chicken
matrilin-1 gene is highly conserved under evolutionary pressure between chicken and mammals
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implies that the element performs a very important function in the transcriptional regulation of the
matrilin-1 gene in amniotes.
This is the first report demonstrating that paired Sox-specific sites mapped within Ine, that is
close to the TATA motif can play a functional role in the transcriptional activation of a cartilage
protein gene. The close proximity of the Sox-binding sites of Ine to the TATA box raises questions
regarding the possible interactions of Sox proteins with general transcription machinery. An
involvement of HMG1 domain proteins in the regulation of gene transcription has been suspected for a
long time. It has been reported for example that the abundant HMG1 protein, which binds angled
structures in the DNA without any sequence specificity, can interact in a species-specific manner with
the core domain of the TATA box-binding protein (TBP), and block the formation of the preinitiation
complex (PIC) by preventing the binding of TFIIB to TBP (Ge and Roeder. 1994, Oñate et al. 1994).
Differing from the HMG1 protein, Sox9 binds to the DNA in a sequence-specific manner and has a
transactivation domain. We hypothesize that, according to the intrinsic flexibility of DNA bending and
cooperative binding ability with multiple transcription factors, Sox proteins (L-Sox5, Sox6 and Sox9)
may interact with the components of the general transcription machinery assembled on Ine, which may
generate a surface complementary to the RNA polymerase II transcription machinery. It is yet to be
confirmed that this interaction or combination of general transcription machinery really function on
the natural Ine element of the matrilin-1 gene.
By bending the DNA, HMG-box proteins are known to promote the binding of other
transcription factors to the DNA. Lining up with these observations, our results suggest that, in
addition to Sox proteins, other transcription factors may also be involved in the activity of the short
matrilin-1 promoter, thereby contributing to the developmental stage-specific activity of the matrilin-1
gene. Therefore, future studies will be needed for mapping the putative cofactor-binding sites and
identifying the interacting Sox partner factors on the Pe1 and Ine elements.
These findings imply for the first time an important role of cis-regulatory elements that are
functioning via Sox family proteins in the transcriptional upregulation of the chicken matrilin-1 gene.
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List of novel findings

1. Throughout 1.2-kb promoter region tested between positions -1137 and +64, we identified two
potential Sox-specific islands labelled as Pe1 and Ine in the short promoter of chicken matrilin-1
gene.
a. Pe1 element includes a pair of inverted motifs highly similar to the AGAACAATGG motif,
which was shown to be the preferred binding site of Sox9 in vitro.
b. Ine1 harbors two pairs of inverted putative Sox motifs with 5/10, 6/10, 7/10 and 4/9 identity
with the consensus Sox-binding sites CA/TTTGA/TA/T in vitro.
2. We observed in vivo occupancy of the Sox motifs in genomic footprinting in the expressing cell
type, but not in the non-expressing, which support the involvement of Pe1 and Ine in the tissuespecific regulation of the gene. Apart from Pe1 and Ine, in chondrocytes, footprints were also
visible at the NFI contact points of the SI and SII elements that were identified previously by
Szabó et al in 1995.
3. We provided evidence that both elements (Pe1 and Ine) can interact with chondrogenic
transcription factors of Sox9, L-Sox5 and Sox6 in vitro.
Eventhough, Pe1 contain pair of inverted Sox9 motifs, we noticed that the element form only a
single nucleoprotein complex with GST–Sox9. Point mutations in either Sox motifs interfered
with this complex, suggesting that GST-Sox9 could bind only to intact inverted pairs of Sox
motifs and that Sox9 dimerization might have occurred upon DNA binding.
4. Using transient expression studies, we confirmed that both Pe1 and Ine elements significantly
contribute to the moderate activity of the short promoter in chondrocytes. We hypothesize that the
element does not drive the high cartilage-specific expression of the promoter as an enhancer, but
may rather act by modulating the promoter activity and mediating the effect of distal promoter and
intronic enhancer elements.
5. This is the first report demonstrating that paired Sox-specific sites mapped within Ine, that is close
to the TATA motif can play a functional role in the transcriptional activation of a cartilage protein
gene. We hypothesize that, according to the intrinsic flexibility of DNA bending and cooperative
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binding ability with multiple transcription factors, Sox proteins (L-Sox5, Sox6 and Sox9) may
interact with the components of the general transcription machinery assembled on Ine, which may
generate a surface complementary to the RNA polymerase II transcription machinery. In addition,
distal promoter and intronic elements may also function by forming multi-protein complexes via
interacting with Pe1 and Ine.
These findings imply for the first time an important role of cis-regulatory elements that are
functioning via Sox family proteins in the transcriptional upregulation of the chicken matrilin-1 gene.
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ÖSSZEFOGLALÁS

Bevezetés
Az embrionális fejődés során a csontos váz egy átmeneti porcos vázon át egy igen összetett,
többlépcsős differenciálódási folyamat eredményeként alakul ki (Olsen és mti, 2000). A porc, a
chondrocyták által termelt makromolekulák bonyolult hálózataként jelenik meg. A chondrocyták által
termelt molekulák a sejtek körül extracelluláris mátrixba (ECM) szerveződnek.
A chondrocyták számos porcspecifikus gént fejeznek ki, mint a II., VI., IX. és XI. típusú
kollagént, link proteint, CD-Rap, COMP és a matrilin-1gént. A porcos mátrix fontos szerepet tölt be a
chondrocyták fenotípusának meghatározásában és a porcsejtek elrendeződésében a növekedési
porckorong különböző övezeteiben (Mundlos és Olsen, 1997; Erlebacher es mti, 1995). A porcmátrix
gének megfelelő zonális expresszióját pozitív és negatív hatással bíró transzkripciós faktorok
egyensúlya biztosítja. Ezek a faktorok szabályozzák a porc-specifikus gének szintézisét mRNS
szinten. Számos kutatási eredmény alapján bebizonyosodott, hogy a Sox9 nélkülözhetetlen fő pozitív
transzkripciós faktor a porcban. A porcfejlődés során a Sox9-et a chondroprogenitorok, a
chondrocyták termelik. A Sox9 szabályozza a porc-specifikus gének, mint pl. a Col2a1, Col11a2,
aggrekán és CD-Rap kifejeződését, ugyanis ezek a porc-specifikus gének nem fejeződnek ki a Sox9-/hiányos kiméra egerekben.
A Sox család más tagjai, mint az L-Sox5 és Sox6 is szerepet játszanak a chondrogenezisben
(Smits és mti., 2001). A Sox9 szükséges faktor az L-Sox5 és Sox6 kifejeződéséhez (Akiyama és mti.,
2004). A L-Sox5 és Sox6 már a prechondroblastokban aktiválódik és fokozott expressziót mutat a
fejlődő porc chondroblastjaiban (Lefebvre és mti., 1998). Habár az L-Sox5 és Sox6 hiányos egerek kis
mértékű elváltozást mutatnak a fejlődő porcban, a Sox5/Sox6 kettős transzgenikus egerek általános
chondrodysplasiában szenvednek. Ezekben az egerekben a prechondroblastok nem képesek
differenciálódni, kis mértékben fejezik ki a korai porc-specifikus géneket, mint például a Col2a1-t és
aggrekánt, ill. nem képesek a zonálisan kifejeződő mátrix gének, mint a COMP és matrilin-1
termelésére (Smits és mti., 2001). In vitro kísérletek kimutatták, hogy a Sox9 mellett az L-Sox5 és a
Sox6 is szerepet játszik a Col2a1 expressziójában (Lefebvre és mti., 1997; 1998; Bell és mti., 1997).
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Feltehetőleg a három Sox fator együttesen serkenti a Col2a1 expresszióját, továbbá képes gátolni a
hipertóf porcsejtek génexpresszióját. Chondrocytákban az L-Sox5, Sox6, Sox9 együttesen és más
nukleáris fehérjékkel kölcsönhatva a chondrocytákban szabályozó komplexekbe rendeződnek.
Mindezek az eredmények arra utalnak, hogy a három Sox fehérje a chondrogenezis fő transzkripciós
faktorai közé sorolható.
A matrilin-1 szorosan kapcsolódik a porcos mátrix fő molekuláihoz, az aggrekánhoz (Hauser
és mti., 1996) és a II. típusú kollagénhez (Winterbottom és mti., 1992). Ugyanakkor a vWFA
doméneken keresztül kollagén rostoktól független pericelluláris filamentumok képzésére is alkalmas
(Chen és mti., 1999) és kapcsolódik az α1β1 integrinhez is (Makihira és mti., 1999). Ennek alapján
elmondható, hogy bizonyos adapter funkciót is betölt a porcos mátrix szerveződésében. A porcfehérjék
génjei közül a matrilin-1 egyedi expressziós mintázatot mutat. A növekedési porckorongban zonálisan
fejeződik ki. In vitro kísérletekben bebizonyították, hogy a matrilin-1 csak a késői proliferatív
chondrocytákban kapcsol be így ennek a stádiumnak a jellegzetes marker génjeként értékelhető
(Muratoglu és mti., 1995; Szuts és mti., 1998). A matrilin-1 gén szabályozása bizonyos mértékben
feltehetőleg megegyezik más porc mátrix gének szabályozásával de, különbséget is mutat azokhoz
képest. A jelen dolgozatban a matrilin-1 transzkripciós szabályozásában szerepet játszó DNS elemek,
és transzkripciós faktorok meghatározását tűztük ki célul.

Célkitűzések
A matrilin-1 fő szabályozó régiójának funkcionális vizsgálata kimutatta, hogy a hosszú és a
rövid promoter az introni enhancer régióval ill. ez utóbbi nélkül, a növekedési porckorong
meghatározott zónájába irányítja a transzgén kifejeződését a vizsgált transzgenikus egerekben
(Karcagi és mti., 2004). Mindezek ismeretében felvetődik a kérdés, hogy vajon a rövid promoternek
szerepe lehet-e a szövet-specifikusság szabályozásában ill., hogy ez a szabályzó mechanizmus milyen
porc és/vagy fejlődés-specifikus szabályzó elemek jelenlétét feltételezi.
¾ A matrilin-1 gén transzkripciós szabályozásában szerepet játszó cisz-szabályozó elemek
meghatározása a rövid promoter régiójában és azoknak a fehérjéknek az azonosítása, melyek a
Sox fehérjékkel való kölcsönhatásuk révén kötődnek ezekhez a helyekhez.
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¾ A Sox-kötőhelyek jelenlétének igazolása a rövid promoteren belül in vitro gelshift és
supershift kísérletek alkalmazásával.
¾ Transzkripciós faktorok szövet-specifikus kötődésének igazolása a rövid promoterhez in vivo
footprint technikával.
¾ Az egyes DNS elemeknek a matrilin-1 transzkripciós szabályozásában betöltött szerepének
tanulmányozása.

Alkalmazott módszerek
9 Szekvencia analízis
9 Genomi DNS izolálása sejtkultúrákból
9 In vivo footprint dimetil-szulfát és UV besugárzás alkalmazásával
9 Sejtkivonat készítés az EMSA kísérletekhez
9 Baktériumban expresszált GST-SOX9 tisztítása
9 EMSA és supershift
9 Luciferáz riportergén konstrukciók létrehozása
9 Tranziens expressziós kísérletek
9 Célzott mutagenesis

Az eredmények ismertetése és megvitatatása
Kimutattuk, hogy a csirke matrilin-1 gén rövid promotere legalább két olyan DNS elemet
tartalmaz, melyekben Sox specifikus kötőhelyek találhatóak. Ez a két cisz-szabályozó régió a Pe1 és
az Ine jelölést kapta In vitro körülmények között mindkét elem kölcsönhatásba lép a Sox9, L-Sox5 és
Sox6 chondrogén transzkripciós faktorokkal. A Pe1 és Ine elemek Sox kötőhelyeinek pontmutációja in
vitro gelshift kísérletekben megváltoztatta a kialakuló nukleoprotein komplex mintázatot és csirke
primer chondrocyta sejtkultúrában végzett tranziens expressziós kísérletekben szignifikánsan
csökkentette a riporter gén aktivitását. A kísérleti eredmények arra utalnak, hogy a Pe1 és Ine elem
lényegesen befolyásolja a matrilin-1 gén promoterének az aktivitását azáltal, hogy közvetíti a disztális
promoter és az introni enhancer elemek hatását. Hipotézisünk szerint a disztális promoter elemeken és
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az introni elemeken kialakuló fehérje komplexek a Pe1 és az Ine elem közvetítésével multiprotein
komplexek kialakításában vesznek részt.
A matrilin-1-et kifejező sejtekben genomi footprint kísérletekben in vivo kötődést mutattunk
ki a Pe1 és Ine elem Sox motívumainál. Ezt a kötődést nem sikerült kimutatnunk a matrilin-1-et nem
expresszáló sejtekben. Ezek az adatok arra utalnak, hogy a Pe1 és az Ine szerepet játszanak a matrilin1 szövet-specifikus szabályozásában. Chondrocytákban a Pe1 és Ine elemek footprintjei mellett
footprinteket azonosítottunk a már leírt SI és SII elemek (Szabó és mti., 1995) NF1 transzkripciós
faktort kötő régióiban is. A negativ kontrollként használt, matrilin-1-et nem expresszáló
fibroblasztokban nem sikerült footprintet azonosítanunk, ami arra utal, hogy a kromatin szinten történő
szabályozás szerepet játszhat a gének aktiválásában.
A Sox9, L-Sox5, Sox6 in vitro kapcsolódik a Pe1 elemhez. In vivo kísérletekben viszont a
Sox9 mutat nagyobb kötési affinitást, ugyanis a Pe1 elemben található fordított Sox motívum nagyobb
hasonlóságot mutat a Sox9 által preferált kötőhelyhez, mint az L-Sox5/Sox6 kötőhelyekhez képest.
Kísérleteinkben a GST-Sox9 csak egy nukleoprotein komplexet alkot a Pe1 és Ine elemekkel. Annak
ellenére, hogy oldatban a Sox9 nem képes homodimerek kialakítására (Lefebvre és mti., 1998; Sock és
mti., 2003; Peirano és Wegner, 2000) mások eredményeihez hasonlóan (Bridgewater és mti., 2003;
Bernard és mti.,. 2003) mi is azt tapasztaltuk, hogy a Sox9 csak az intakt fordított Sox motívumokhoz
kapcsolódik, alátámasztva azt a feltevést miszerint DNS kötés során a Sox9 képes dimerek
létrehozására. Ezzel szemben, kimutatták, hogy a Sox9 képes monomerként is kötődni a nemi
meghatározottságban szerepet játszó cisz-szabályozó elemekhez (Bernard és mti., 2003).
Számítógépes szekvencia elemzésből kiderült, hogy a matrilin-1 gén Pe1 eleme
nagymértékben konzerválódott a csirkénél és az emlősöknél, ami arra utal, hogy ez az elem fontos
szerepet játszik a matrilin-1 szabályozásában az amniotáknál.
Először mutattuk ki, hogy az Ine elembe azonosított páros Sox-specifikus kötőhelyek a TATA
motívumhoz közel helyezkednek el, és funkcionális szerepet játszhatnak a porcgének transzkripciós
aktiválásában. A Sox kötőhelyek közelsége a TATA boxhoz felveti annak az esélyét, hogy a Sox
fehérjék kölcsönhatásba léphetnek az általános transzkripciós apparátussal is. Már rég feltételezik,
hogy a HMG1 fehérjék szerepet játszanak a gének transzkripciós szabályozásában. Kimutatták, hogy a
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HMG1 fehérje, mely különösebb szekvencia-specifikusság nélkül kötődik a hajlított DNS-hez, fajspecifikus módon kölcsön tud hatni a TATA box-kötő fehérjével, így gátolva a TFIIB kötődését, és
ezzel megakadályozva a preiniciációs komplex kialakulását (Ge és Roeder, 1994; Oñate és mti., 1994).
A HMG1 fehérjével szemben a Sox9 szekvencia specifikus módon kötődik a DNS-hez és rendelkezik
egy transzaktivációs doménnel is. Feltételezzük, hogy a Sox fehérjék (L-Sox5, Sox6 és Sox9) a DNS
kötő képességük, valamint más transzkripciós faktorokkal való kooperatív kölcsönhatási képességük
révén kötődni tudnak az Ine elemen kialakuló transzkripciós apparátushoz és ezzel elősegíthetik az
RNS polimeráz II kötődését és a transzkripció elindulását. További kísérletek szükségesek annak
igazolására, hogy a Sox faktorok ténylegesen kölcsönhatnak az általános transzkripciós rendszerrel a
matrilin-1 gén Ine elemén.
A HMG boxot tartalmazó fehérjék képesek a DNS meghajítására és ezzel más transzkripciós
faktorok kötődését segítik elő. Ezzel a megfigyeléssel összhangba a saját kísérleti adataink arra
utalnak, hogy a Sox fehérjék mellet más transzkripciós faktorok is szerepet játszhatnak a matrilin-1
gén rövid promoterének aktivitásában, meghatározva ezáltal a matrilin-1 gén fejlődés-specifikus
kifejeződését. További kísérletek szükségesek a Pe1 és Ine elemeken feltételezett kofaktor kötőhelyek
feltérképezésére és azon transzkripciós faktorok azonosításásra, melyek az említett elemeken a Sox
fehérjékkel kölcsönhatásba lépnek.
A dolgozatban ismertetett eredmények igazolják a Sox fehérje család tagjainak kötése által
ható cisz-szabályozó elemek fontosságát a csirke matrilin-1 gén transzkripciós szabályozásában.

A dolgozatban leírt új eredmények
1. A csirke matrilin-1 gén promoterén 1.2 kb hosszú szakaszon, a -1137 és +64-es régióban két
potenciális Sox kötőhelyet találtunk. A két Sox kötő szigetet Pe1 és Ine-vel jelőltük.
a. A Pe1 elem tartalmaz egy pár fordított motívumot, mely nagymértékben hasonlít az
AGAACAATGG motívumhoz. In vitro adatok szerint a Sox9 nagy affinitással
kötődik ehhez a motívumhoz.
b. Az Ine elemben két pár fordított Sox motívum található, mely in vitro 5/10, 6/10, 7/10
és 4/9 hasonlóságot mutat az általános CA/TTTGA/TA/T Sox kötőhellyel.
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2. A matrilin-1-et kifejező sejtekben genomi footprint kísérletekben in vivo kötődést mutattunk
ki a Pe1 és Ine elem Sox motívumainál. Ezt a kötődést nem sikerült kimutatnunk a matrilin-1et nem expresszáló sejtekben. Ezek az adatok arra utalnak, hogy a Pe1 és az Ine szerepet
játszanak a matrilin-1 szövet-specifikus szabályozásában. Chondrocytákban a Pe1 és Ine
elemektől függetlenül footprinteket azonosítottunk a már leírt SI és SII elemek (Szabó és mti,
1995) NF1 transzkripciós faktort kötő régióiban is.
3. Kimutattuk, hogy mindkét elem (Pe1 és Ine) in vitro kölcsönhat a Sox9, L-Sox5 és Sox6 porc
transzkripciós faktorokkal.
○

Kísérleteinkben a GST-Sox9 csak egy nukleoprotein komplexet alkot a Pe1 és Ine
elemekkel. A Sox9 csak az intakt fordított Sox motívumokhoz kapcsolódik,
alátámasztva azt a feltevést miszerint DNS kötés során a Sox9 képes dimerek
létrehozására

4. A tranziens expressziós kísérleti eredmények arra utalnak, hogy a Pe1 és Ine elem lényegesen
befolyásolja a matrilin-1 gén rövid promoterének az aktivitását a chondrocitákban azáltal,
hogy közvetíti a disztális promoter és az introni enhancer elemek hatását.
5. Először mutattuk ki, hogy az Ine elembe azonosított páros Sox-specifikus kötőhelyek a TATA
motívumhoz közel helyezkednek el, és funkcionális szerepet játszhatnak a porcgének
transzkripciós aktiválásában. Feltételezzük, hogy a Sox fehérjék (L-Sox5, Sox6 és Sox9) a
DNS kötő képességük, valamint más transzkripciós faktorokkal való kooperatív kölcsönhatási
képességük révén kötődni tudnak az Ine elemen kialakuló transzkripciós apparátushoz és ezzel
elősegíthetik az RNS polimeráz II kötődését és a transzkripció elindulását.
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